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1 Getting Started

Introduction



Important Things To Remember

1. The iPad/iPhone is a touch sensitive device

2. Ensure a good network for good setup 

3. Preflight the device
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Firstly, we will cover some important aspects of the iPad as a 
source for your aviation maps and data.
The iPad or iPhone is a touch sensitive device. If you are not sure 
what to do, touch the screen, especially above the little buttons that are 
displayed at various places around the screen. You can not break the 
App by tapping.

When in doubt, tap the screen.

When you load OzRunways from the App Store, it does not come with 
the maps loaded.

When you first start the App, the maps are on an internet server which 
the App can reach if you have an internet connection. The App will down-
load the maps you require on demand. That is, if you select a map and 
zoom and pan, the App will attempt to load this map from the remote 
server. If you are not on a WiFi or 3G/4G network you will not have ac-
cess to those maps.

For that reason, it is important to physically download the maps you re-
quire for your flight or flights because, once airborne, you may not have 
reliable access to a 3G/4G network (despite how good these networks 
are in Australia). Wireless networks are good, but they are not perfect. 
Think of it as pre-flighting your iPad or iPhone.

So the message is:

Ensure you have a good network.

Also, see the Chapter on iPad safety (Chapter 10) for other issues of 
which to be wary when using EFBs in flight.

Download your maps and data before flying.

Finally, OzRunways is constantly evolving. A book is a relatively static 
thing. So if a screen shot does not quite match what you see in the App, 
you can assume things have moved on. We apologise for any confusion 
that may arise. If you have any queries go to the Help section at 
www.ozrunways.com.

Section 1

Basics

http://www.ozrunways.com
http://www.ozrunways.com
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Starting Screens
Having loaded OzRunways from the App store, locate the OzRunways 
App icon on the iPad Home screen and tap it.

When starting up for the first time ensure you are connected to a WiFi or 
mobile network as the App will need to download a variety of information 
including maps and other aviation data.

Warning: You should not go flying until you have physically downloaded 
the maps you require. While at home on a good network, the App will 
seemingly function perfectly. The fact is that it is loading on demand i.e. 
from the network and only those map portions that you actually look at 
will be downloaded. If you do not download the maps (or ERSA pages 
for instance) and you go flying where the mobile network coverage is 
poor or you don’t have a SIM card or sufficient mobile data available you 
will not be able to download the maps and you will see at worst nothing, 
and at best, patchy maps.

So, always ‘preflight’ your OzRunways by making sure all maps, ERSA 
entries and IFR plates are loaded. (If it sounds like we are repeating our-
selves, we are. This is important!)

The App will start up after some introductory screens as shown in Movie 
1.1. These present the EULA, ask you to enter your UserID if you have 
one (if not, select the 30 day free trial) and then ask whether the GPS  
can be accessed by the App when the App is not selected. (Answer yes 
to this or the GPS tracking features will not be enabled).

MOVIE 1.1 Startup Sequence

This clip shows the current startup screens. They may differ 
from time to time.

figure:F2210CDD-6018-4F76-8486-1D22180C2848
figure:F2210CDD-6018-4F76-8486-1D22180C2848
figure:F2210CDD-6018-4F76-8486-1D22180C2848
figure:F2210CDD-6018-4F76-8486-1D22180C2848
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Databases, databases …
In OzRunways a lot of the magic is created by the use of databases. Of-
ten confusion may reign when we talk about ‘the database’, because 
there are quite a few. The database that users will frequently come 
across is the ERSA database, which is frequently seen loading when you 
start or restart the App. This is the database that takes care of waypoints 
and map meta data. This is the database that is mentioned in Settings-
>Cache Management->Manually Download Database. Occasionally, you 
may be need to do this operation manually if network is patchy.

Another database is the user database which is created as you build 
plans, add user waypoints, add aircraft, etc. This is the one mentioned 
on the iPad homepage Settings page under OzRunways. Very occasion-
ally, you may be asked to enable ‘Delete User Database on Next Start’. 

If you do have to do this you will lose all your accrued plans, aircraft and 
custom waypoints. Therefore, on occasion, it is prudent to backup your 
user database. You can independently backup you plans, aircraft, cus-
tom waypoints and stored tracks. These options are described in subse-
quent chapters.

Startup
When you first start, the OpenStreet map will be displayed. It is a map 
that we have constructed with a standard OpenStreet map (open source) 
with custom airspace added by OzRunways. Later you will learn how to 
change maps, but for the present see the figure below showing a WAC 
view.

Along the bottom of the iPad is a number of touch sensitive buttons (Fig-
ure 1.1). These are used to switch between pages in the App. The func-
tionality available on these pages is described in separate sections in 
this chapter.

FIGURE 1.1 Map Page with buttons

Maps

Title bar

Scratchpad

Airfields

Documents

AIP

Settings

figure:E983F938-F3A7-4F88-9842-BFF40B6ABE08
figure:E983F938-F3A7-4F88-9842-BFF40B6ABE08
figure:E983F938-F3A7-4F88-9842-BFF40B6ABE08
figure:E983F938-F3A7-4F88-9842-BFF40B6ABE08
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The main pages are as follows:

Map Page
The map page provides moving map functionality, planning, weather and 
a variety of other information that is described in detail in Section 2.

ScratchPad Page
The ScratchPad page provides you with a free form entry tablet on which 
to take ATC notes, ATIS reports, etc.

Airfields Page
The Airfields Page provides ERSA airport data and, if you have subscrip-
tions, Pilot’s Touring Guide and OzRunways Airfield Guide data. The 
functionality is described in Section 3.

Documents Page
The Documents Page provides extra ERSA data (the front and rear mat-
ter), Australian CAOs, CARs, CASRs, CAAPs and the New Zealand AIP. 
It also has the User Guides and additional user specified documents. 
This page is described in Section 4.

AIP Page
The AIP Page is discussed in Section 5. 

Settings Page
The Settings Page is discussed in Section 6. 
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Basic Interaction
Firstly, there are a number of things you can do on the map page and 
likely, while en-route flying, you will spend most of your time here. For 
this reason, it is important to familiarise yourself with the diverse capabili-
ties provided on this page. Some functionality is available simply by tap-
ping, swiping, pinching or pressing on the map. Other functionality is 
available via buttons at the top, side and bottom of the screen.

The operations available are:

• Pan map – press, hold and drag your finger on the screen

• Zoom – ‘pinch zoom’ is achieved by placing your thumb and forefinger 
on the screen at the same time and pressing, holding (briefly) and mov-
ing them apart (zoom in) or together (zoom out).

• Measure – as for zoom but press and hold your thumb and forefinger 
until a ruler appears. Then while keeping your finger tips contacting the 
screen manipulate them to adjust the position of the ruler.

• Enter a plan – see Chapter 2

• Get the weather – tap near an AD. Tap on the AD in the subsequent 
popup. Tap ‘Wx/Notams’ on the subsequent popup (see later in this sec-
tion).

• View Grid LSALTs 

• Access various IFR aids

• Enter a Custom or User Waypoint – tap where you want the waypoint. 
Tap on ‘Custom Waypoint’ in the subsequent popup. Tap ‘Add User Way-
point on the subsequent popup.

• Find your GPS location

• Follow your progress as you fly (moving map mode) – see GPS button 
later in this chapter

• Jump to the runway diagram/FAC page for an AD by double tapping on 
the AD

Map Interaction
If you just tap the map you will see a popup relating to the closest way-
points as shown below (Figure 1.2).

The result depends whether you are in Plan or ‘Peruse’ mode (i.e. not in 
a plan). We will learn later how to get into Plan mode. Starting out you 
will be in Peruse mode. When you tap on the map the resulting popup 
has as the top entry ‘Custom Waypoint’ and below that a list of way-
points that are closest to your tap point. 

Section 2

Map Page

figure:B3EBF0AB-6316-46F1-8101-3DB232F30799
figure:B3EBF0AB-6316-46F1-8101-3DB232F30799
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If you tap on ‘Custom Waypoint’ and you are in Plan mode (i.e. a plan se-
lected), then the resulting popup allows you to add the new waypoint to 
the existing plan, move the map center to the tap point or start a Di-
rectTo. A DirectTo cancels the current plan and automatically builds a 
new plan from your current position to the newly created custom (user) 
waypoint. The location of the new user waypoint is either the cursor loca-
tion if turned on, or the actual tap point if the cursor is not turned on. 
(See the later section on Map View Options (‘COGs’) button for details 
about how to turn the cursor on and off).

If you tap a nearby waypoint you will get an option to add the selected 
waypoint to the end of the existing plan if you already are in plan mode, 
or starting your plan with the selected waypoint. You can also do a Di-
rectTo, recenter the map on the waypoint, assess the weather (see later) 
or get a list of the closest alternates (see later). A satellite view is pro-
vided at the bottom of the popup.

HINT: You can control the type of waypoints that are included in the near-
est popup by going to Settings->Preferences->Waypoint sub-types and 

selecting the waypoints in which you are interested.

Figure 1.3 shows the results of tapping near Coffs Harbour on the map. 
The popup in the middle of Figure 1.3 results. Tapping on ‘YCFS’ results 
in the popup on the right of the figure. The options described previously 
are evident.

FIGURE 1.2 Map tap results

FIGURE 1.3 Short tap results

figure:AF98FC12-C2C6-4793-A70A-B277507378F7
figure:AF98FC12-C2C6-4793-A70A-B277507378F7
figure:AF98FC12-C2C6-4793-A70A-B277507378F7
figure:AF98FC12-C2C6-4793-A70A-B277507378F7
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DirectTo
When you select ‘DirectTo’ in the far right menu in Figure 1.3, the App im-
mediately drops a user waypoint at your current position and then con-
structs a plan from that position to the waypoint of interest. If you were 
already in a plan, that plan is terminated and the DirectTo plan initiated. 
Upon termination (i.e. tapping Cancel) of the DirectTo plan, the initial 
user waypoint and the plan are deleted (unless you choose ‘Retain Di-
rectTo Plans After Use’ in Settings->Preferences).

If you want to resume your previous plan, reselect the plan and tap ‘Go 
Fly’. Use the Plan Progress window (under Suitcase icon) to advance or 
retard the waypoint to which is being tracked.

You can of course insert a waypoint into your current plan to effect a Di-
rectTo without terminating your current plan. For details on how to effect 
an insertion see Chapter 2 Section 4.

Wx/Notams
Tapping on Wx/Notams results access to the screens shown in Figure 1.
4. This is a tabbed popup and the figure shows the various information 
screens that can be accessed by touching the named tabs. Figure 1.4 
shows the TAF, ARFOR, NOTAMs, RAIM, a graphical TAF (TAFGRAF) 
and a plain text window. Interpretation of the graphical TAF is covered in 
Chapter 3, Section 5. If you have set ‘Voice Assist’ in Settings, selecting 
the plain text window will result in that page being output to the audio out-
put.

FIGURE 1.4 Wx/Notams

figure:AF98FC12-C2C6-4793-A70A-B277507378F7
figure:AF98FC12-C2C6-4793-A70A-B277507378F7
figure:C68FF50A-7F4D-459D-A761-62DAAF9C5530
figure:C68FF50A-7F4D-459D-A761-62DAAF9C5530
figure:C68FF50A-7F4D-459D-A761-62DAAF9C5530
figure:C68FF50A-7F4D-459D-A761-62DAAF9C5530
figure:C68FF50A-7F4D-459D-A761-62DAAF9C5530
figure:C68FF50A-7F4D-459D-A761-62DAAF9C5530
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Alternates
The final waypoint in your plan will be assumed to be a landing point and 
will automatically display the landing label.

Tapping on the last leg of a 
plan turns that waypoint into 
an alternate. The alternate 
label will appear underneath 
the waypoint name, and the 
landing label will move to 
the destination above. Fig-
ure 1.5 shows an extract of 
the Plan Sheet with Hor-
sham set as the destination, 
with Nhill as an Alternate. 

Airspace
Figure 1.6 shows the result of a long press near YCFS. On releasing 
your finger after a long press, the popup in the middle of the figure re-
sults. It lists the airspace under your finger at the time you did the long 
press. A tap on the bottom airspace listing results in the display on the 
right of the figure. The popup displays all airspace at the point of interest. 
The airspace displayed is controlled by the Airspace entry undr the 
COGs button. You should turn on CTA/CTR and PRD.

In version 5.0 and greater, active restricted airspace will be coloured red.

FIGURE 1.6 Long Press Airspace

FIGURE 1.5 Alternates

figure:95FB0EB3-C2B7-4E32-AC06-69F331E016B7
figure:95FB0EB3-C2B7-4E32-AC06-69F331E016B7
figure:95FB0EB3-C2B7-4E32-AC06-69F331E016B7
figure:95FB0EB3-C2B7-4E32-AC06-69F331E016B7
figure:15B85B60-E553-47A9-8ECF-066FCD34CE69
figure:15B85B60-E553-47A9-8ECF-066FCD34CE69
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Map Page Bottom Menu
The Map Page has a number of buttons at the bottom of the screen, 
right above the page selection buttons as shown in Figure 1.7.

The buttons across the bottom are as follows:

• GPS

• Radar

• Maps

• Plans (or ‘Lines and Dots’)

• Tools (or ‘Suitcase’) or in the newer versions Terrain/Airspace

• Display Control (or ‘COGs’)

• Closest (or ‘Target’)

FIGURE 1.7 Old Map Page Bottom Menu buttons

FIGURE 1.8 New Map Page Bottom Menu buttons

Terrain/Airspace

figure:E90D748D-A58F-44D4-9630-C7632BDEEF61
figure:E90D748D-A58F-44D4-9630-C7632BDEEF61
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Additionally, there is a small tab on the upper left which can be tapped to 
provide a menu. It allows you to control the display of waypoint overlays. 
This is shown in Figure 1.7 on the far left as ‘WP Tab’ and is useful on 
maps that may not have the particular waypoints displayed. i.e. you can 
display GPS, IFR or VFR waypoints on a WAC. You can also control the 
display of the weather camera icons. (Also see Figure 1.19)

GPS 

The GPS button toggles between static mode (where the map does not 
move) and moving map modes (where the map tracks your GPS posi-
tion). There are two moving map modes, namely, North Up and Track 
Up. You cycle between the modes by tapping 
on the GPS button. Static->North Up->Track 
Up->Static … etc. Feedback is given by the 
colour of the GPS button. It is clear in static 
mode, blue in North Up and magenta (or pur-
ple) in Track Up.

In order for the GPS to work (assuming your 
iPad has a GPS – most do), you need to 
have the iPad’s Location Services turned on. 
This is normally on by default, but sometimes 
people turn it off. To turn it on, go to the iPad 
Home Page (Tap the Home button at the bottom of the iPad), Tap ‘Set-
tings’ (icon that looks like a big grey gear), scroll down to Privacy and tap 
it. Go to ‘Location Services’ on the right and ensure it is turned on (tap 
it).

When you tap the GPS button and transition into either moving map 
mode, the App will recenter you at the center of the screen. Subsequent 
to this you may pan or zoom the screen to where ever you want and the 
tracking will continue with the offset and zoom you have selected. This is 
used, for instance, when in Track Up 
mode where you might pan your posi-
tion to the bottom of the screen so 
you have the maximum amount of 
map showing at the top in order to 
see as far in front of you as possible.

The status of the GPS is indicated by 
a small coloured dot in the top right 
box of the GPS HUD as shown 
above(Figure 1.9).

The dot is green with a ‘G’ inside it 
when the GPS is providing a valid 3D 
fix. It is yellow when there is no valid 
GPS signal.

Radar 

On an iPad, the Radar Button brings 
up a popup with a Windytv weather 
display, or closest BOM radar to the 
middle of the screen, or sateview (Fig-
ure 1.10). The red circle and cross on 
the radar popup shows the position of 
the center of the screen. If you have a 

FIGURE 1.9 
GPS HUD show-
ing status dot

FIGURE 1.10 Radar 
popup

figure:E90D748D-A58F-44D4-9630-C7632BDEEF61
figure:E90D748D-A58F-44D4-9630-C7632BDEEF61
figure:32D824B9-10DA-4CC0-AEE6-EE3FC2280441
figure:32D824B9-10DA-4CC0-AEE6-EE3FC2280441
figure:264E7181-67D7-4871-B0A4-A777D4E1004A
figure:264E7181-67D7-4871-B0A4-A777D4E1004A
figure:FAE57009-74CE-40AC-B23D-7C9AA61DC3BC
figure:FAE57009-74CE-40AC-B23D-7C9AA61DC3BC
figure:FAE57009-74CE-40AC-B23D-7C9AA61DC3BC
figure:FAE57009-74CE-40AC-B23D-7C9AA61DC3BC
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plan active, the plan will display on the radar popup. On an iPhone, this 
button enables the map weather overlay although you can revert to the 
BOM radar via a setting in Settings->Preferences (‘BOM Radar On 
iPhone Wx’). From Version 5.6 a Windytv display of weather may be dis-
played as an alternative to the BOM radar (or in place of the BOM radar 
in countries other than Australia). See Chapter 3 on Weather for more on 
Windytv.

Maps 

The Maps button lets you select the map you wish to display. The maps 
available use the current location of the middle of the screen to make a 
selection and may be grouped by VFR, IFR or both (the default).

Figure 1.11 shows a typical map popup in the vicinity of Brisbane. 

On the left, the selection bars at the top show both IFR and VFR se-
lected. The middle popup shows the VFR maps, the right shows the IFR 
maps. Maps are listed top to bottom in decreased order of detail (or 
scale). So, for instance, the Oakey VTC is listed at the top of the two left 
popups as it is the most detailed map for that area. As you get into coun-
try areas, only the WAC and perhaps the ERC (Low/High) will show.

The WAC is a global map for Australia derived by combining all individ-
ual WACs. There is no need to select or know the particular WAC you 
need for a particular area. We have similarly created a nation-wide ERC 
for both Low and High versions. However, the individual ERCs are still 
selectable as on some occasions the boundary of one ERC may overlay 
detail on an adjacent ERC that is required. In that case you can swap to 
the individual ERC in question. 

There is also a Hybrid VFR map provided for Australia which when 
zoomed out shows the WAC. As you zoom in, and if they are available, 
you will see in sequence, the VNC, VTC and inset for the area at which 
you are looking.

If a legend is available, the word ‘Legend’ will display at the top left on 
iPads. It will appear as a list item if you are using an iPhone.

Figure 1.12 shows the newer map popup which includes ‘cloud’ icon at 
the far right. You can download the map here rather than going to 

FIGURE 1.11 Map popup selections

figure:09B19E62-1CAE-4065-B1E8-6453E27E3771
figure:09B19E62-1CAE-4065-B1E8-6453E27E3771
figure:8695522E-7B9D-426E-8EEA-FCCB41D08319
figure:8695522E-7B9D-426E-8EEA-FCCB41D08319
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Settings->Downloads. Once tapped, the download progress will be 
shown. If you want to delete a map, you still have to go to Settings-
>Downloads->(Country) and perform that action there. We have shown 
the position of the Legend button if there is a legend for the map cur-
rently being displayed.

FIGURE 1.13 Map PlannerFIGURE 1.12 New 
map popup

Legend
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Plans (Lines and Dots) – Popup/Map 
Planner 

Selection of a plan is achieved by tapping the Plan button. When you ini-
tially start the App there will be no plans listed. Tapping on a plan results 
in a view which shows a summary of the segments in the plan as shown 
on the right of Figure 1.13. You can transition back to the list of plans by 
tapping the ‘Plans’ button at the top left of the segment summary view. 
The segment summary view summarises the 
distance, time, bearing and fuel for each seg-
ment. It also lists the CTAF frequency where 
available. 

The top of the view has a summary of the total 
distance, time and fuel for the plan.

Tapping on the blue circle of a plan entry in Fig-
ure 1.13. left or the Plan button bottom left Fig-
ure 1.13., yields the Plan Details popup shown 
in Figure 1.14. Here you can change the name 
of the plan from the default, the departure time 
and other overall plan parameters including the 
pilot. If you change the name of the plan you 
will be able to alphabetise the order of plans in 
the Plans Home Screen. Preceding the plan 
name with say ‘save/plan-name’ will put the 
plan ‘plan-name’ in a section called ‘save’.

Terrain & Airspace 
This button replaces the old Tools button. It presents or hides the Terrain/
Airspace display – see Chapter 6.

NOTE:

HSI and Area Frequency are enabled by touches to the appropriate 
fields in the GPS HUD (HSI, FIA, FIA/NXT).

The Legends are available on the Map Menu (if available).

Plan Progress is now automatically enabled when you start a plan and is 
associated with the GPS HUD. (see the end of Chapter 5 on the GPS 
HUD for a full description of the Plan Progress window).

All may be dismissed by a double tap.

FIGURE 1.14 
Plan Details

figure:809768F7-18A6-48FD-982E-639DEB18D03C
figure:809768F7-18A6-48FD-982E-639DEB18D03C
figure:809768F7-18A6-48FD-982E-639DEB18D03C
figure:809768F7-18A6-48FD-982E-639DEB18D03C
figure:809768F7-18A6-48FD-982E-639DEB18D03C
figure:809768F7-18A6-48FD-982E-639DEB18D03C
figure:809768F7-18A6-48FD-982E-639DEB18D03C
figure:809768F7-18A6-48FD-982E-639DEB18D03C
figure:809768F7-18A6-48FD-982E-639DEB18D03C
figure:809768F7-18A6-48FD-982E-639DEB18D03C
figure:7B882FF2-0743-40BA-B461-967F9478200C
figure:7B882FF2-0743-40BA-B461-967F9478200C
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Map View Options (COGs) 

The Map View Options popup is accessed by tapping the ‘COGs’ button. 
The popup is shown below (left side of Figure 1.15) and has a number of 
default options which are shown on the left of the figure. An optional flag 
in the user preferences can add some more tabs that are shown on the 
right of the figure. Tapping the tabs toggles their state (i.e. on or off). A 
blue tick or circle/arrow head indicate the option is turned on. More infor-
mation or settings may be accessed by tapping the blue circle/arrow 
head.

The default options include:

• Own Ship Position – this controls the display of the aircraft symbol 
which indicates your position. Tapping the blue circle takes you to a 
screen where you can adjust the icon colour and size. You can also set 
the icon to a variety of aircraft types. You can also disable the blue pulsat-
ing ring (of confidence) around your own location.

• Show Track History – controls the ‘cookie crumbs’ left behind your 
path across the map (as a set of coloured crosses). Tapping the blue cir-
cle takes you to a screen that allows you to control the size and colour of 
the crosses.

• Show GPS HUD – this controls the presence of the GPS HUD. The 
blue circle takes you to a screen where you can control size and colour 
of the track arrow that leads the aircraft symbol.

• Cursor – controls the display of the cursor which is a magenta dashed 
line intersecting in the middle of the map screen. When it is displayed, 

the lat/lon of the intersection (middle of screen) is displayed in the title 
bar. It can be used as an aid to verify coordinates or adding custom 
(user) waypoints. If enabled, when you add a user waypoint, the way-
point is added at the cursor location (otherwise it is added where you tap 
your finger).

• Show Bearing Line – controls the display of the green dashed bearing 
line (to the next waypoint)

• 10nm Circle – displays a 10nm circle centered on your location. ADs 
and ALAs within the 10nm circle are coloured green (as a warning to 
give a radio call if required).

• Airspace – tapping this button leads to a screen where you can control 
the display of particular airspace. You should turn on CTA/CTR and PRD 
airspaces.

• Show LSALT Boundaries – turns the grid LSALT display on for a se-
lected segment in a plan. It needs a plan to work. Tap on the segment 
you wish to examine either on the map or on the segment summary 
popup from the Plans button. The highest LSALT for the segment is dis-
played in red. The boundary for calculating the LSALT is shown around 
the selected segment. Tapping the various spay distances (5, 7, 8, 20, 
30nm) results in that distance splay being displayed.

• Show Runways – shows the runways for the destination of the se-
lected segment in a plan. You need a plan selected for this to work. Also 
the AD has to have an ERSA entry for the runway(s). Runways only ap-
pear if they are listed in the ERSA, In other words, the data for these 
comes from Airservices Australia.

figure:7D160AC3-F58B-4BD6-891E-D819671EAF09
figure:7D160AC3-F58B-4BD6-891E-D819671EAF09
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• Show Sector Entry – an aid to an IFR aid approach. Tapping on the 
segment, and then the blue circle, allows you to set the inbound track 
and determine whether it is a left or right entry. A more detailed sector en-
try is shown in Figure 1.17.

And, when the advanced options are enabled (Settings->Preferences-
>Advanced Options), the following are available (right side of Figure 1.
15):

• Clear Track History – clears the track history

• Overlays – shows the Overlays popup

FIGURE 1.15 COGs popup (Map View Options)

FIGURE 1.16 LSALT and Sector Entry popups

figure:18C45744-24AB-4EF3-AEC7-54D64D1550DF
figure:18C45744-24AB-4EF3-AEC7-54D64D1550DF
figure:7D160AC3-F58B-4BD6-891E-D819671EAF09
figure:7D160AC3-F58B-4BD6-891E-D819671EAF09
figure:7D160AC3-F58B-4BD6-891E-D819671EAF09
figure:7D160AC3-F58B-4BD6-891E-D819671EAF09
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Closest 
The Closest button allows you to search for an airport or waypoint by 
name, partial name or ICAO code. It also provides you with the closest 
ADs, ALAs and other waypoints to your current GPS position. It is often 
useful if you have to do a quick divert.

Figure 1.18 shows the two forms of interaction available with the Closest 
button. The left bottom inset shows  ‘ysbk’ typed into the search box and 

FIGURE 1.18 Closest popup

FIGURE 1.17 A typical sector entry

figure:B7CDF1B0-CDF8-4711-8353-56D13443C089
figure:B7CDF1B0-CDF8-4711-8353-56D13443C089
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the resulting ‘YSBK Bankstown’ entry below. The bottom right inset is the 
results of tapping on the ‘Airports’ tab in the Closest popup. This popup 
may be left on the screen as you approach an airport, as it will count 
down the distance to the airport to provide you with distances at which to 
make radio calls.

For users in Australia with a Premium Subscription, you can also access 
the Street Search capability via the Closest button. First you must down-
load the Street Address Search file in Settings->Downloads->Australia 
(show below left). Then tap the ‘Closest’ and start to tap the suburb 
name (lower right - ‘newc’), then tap on the light blue coloured entry 
(‘NEWCASTLE’), then start typing the street (‘hun’), then tap on the 
street (‘HUNTER’) and enter the number of the street or tap on one of 
the entries. ‘Street Midpoint’ yielded the last image - you can then look at 
the satellite image or do a ‘Direct To’, etc.
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Map Page Left Menu (popout)
This tab controls the display of the waypoint overlay symbols (Figure 1.
19). These are useful on maps where the symbols may not be present 
(i.e. VFR waypoints on a WAC). The AD icons on the map page are also 
coloured to indicate the current weather. The colour is a function of the 
lowest cloud base and the visibility. The colour assignments are shown 
in Figure 1.20. (This feature is currently disabled).

The presence or absence of the waypoint overlay symbols controls vari-
ous other functionality. For instance, if they are turned on, they appear in 
the Terrain/Airspace display when they are in front of your aircraft. They 
also appear in ‘look forward’ mode in the HSI popup.

In newer versions, you can also turn on fuel prices. This option appears 
to the right of the AD and ALA icon initially as a grayed out item. Tapping 
on it enables the option. At air-
ports for which there is a fuel price 
it will be displayed in green as 
shown in Figure 1.21. If you tap 
on the AD icon, you can set the 
fuel price, (Please do this as it 
populates the database).

FIGURE 1.20 Military METAR colours
Military    Lowest Cloudbase (SCT or more)Lowest Cloudbase (SCT or more)Lowest Cloudbase (SCT or more)Lowest Cloudbase (SCT or more)

METAR colour 
code  >= 2500ft

1500-
2499ft

700-
1499ft

300-
699ft

200-
299ft <200ft

 >=8Km       

 5000-7999m       

visibility 3700-4999m       

 1600-3699m       

 800-1599m       

 <800m       

FIGURE 1.19 Waypoint Display Tab
 

FIGURE 1.21 Fuel 
Prices

figure:32D824B9-10DA-4CC0-AEE6-EE3FC2280441
figure:32D824B9-10DA-4CC0-AEE6-EE3FC2280441
figure:32D824B9-10DA-4CC0-AEE6-EE3FC2280441
figure:32D824B9-10DA-4CC0-AEE6-EE3FC2280441
figure:B632F4C3-388E-4C4B-AD64-63C9014286AB
figure:B632F4C3-388E-4C4B-AD64-63C9014286AB
figure:12E4AFF5-66BF-4FE2-A430-C3EAC648ABE8
figure:12E4AFF5-66BF-4FE2-A430-C3EAC648ABE8
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Map Page - Title Bar Menu Items
There are a number of buttons in the title bar of the Map Page shown in 
Figure 1.22 .

These are:

• Page Planner

• Timers

• Weather Overlay 

• Traffic

• Share 

• Screen Lock

• Screen Brightness

• MOB – Man Overboard

There are also a number of dark boxes below the top buttons, which dis-
play information. This is called the GPS HUD and is described in detail in 
Chapter 5.

FIGURE 1.22 Map Page Title Bar Buttons

Page Planner
Timers Weather

Traffic Share
Screen Lock

Screen Brightness

MOB

figure:D566FD56-1C29-408A-AB88-A57238106501
figure:D566FD56-1C29-408A-AB88-A57238106501
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Page Planner 
Tapping the Page Planner button brings up the screen shown in Figure 
1.23 if you have a plan selected (from the Plans button). If not, it gives 
you a warning to do so. 

The function of the Page Planner is covered in Chapter 7.

FIGURE 1.23 Page Planner Layout

figure:845228BE-95E6-4D50-A401-16E49C9CD64A
figure:845228BE-95E6-4D50-A401-16E49C9CD64A
figure:845228BE-95E6-4D50-A401-16E49C9CD64A
figure:845228BE-95E6-4D50-A401-16E49C9CD64A
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Timers 

The timers popup may be accessed by tapping on the icon that looks like 
a stopwatch at the top left of the screen.

There is an engine timer 
and a flight timer. You can 
start the timers manually 
or have them automati-
cally start.

The engine timer may be 
started automatically by 
listening for ambient en-
gine noise. This is setup 
by tapping the Volume 
Switch and then tapping 
‘Auto’ and adjusting the 
volume control while you 
have your engine run-
ning.   Adjust volume 
from highest to lowest so 
that timer starts reliably. 
When the engine is 
stopped, the timer should 
be disabled. You may 
have to experiment with 
the setting.

The flight timer may be 

automatically set by tapping ‘Air Switch’ and selecting an air speed at 
which you wish to start the flight timer.

The respective timers may be reset at the bottom of the popup.

If the timers are set and operating, their values are displayed to the right 
of the timers icon. 

Weather Overlay 
Tapping the weather overlay button, toggles this display on the main 
map screen. This replaces the radar overlay option on the old ‘Toolbox’ 
button. It turns blue when active. A popup also announces it’s state. See 
Chapter 3, Section 2 for more details.

Traffic
Tapping the traffic icon toggles the traffic capability on and off. If gray, traf-
fic is off. See Chapter 9 for more on this option.

FIGURE 1.24 Timers Popup
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Share
Tapping the share icon (in newer versions) pops up a window that pro-
vides for a number of options for sharing. These are shown in Figure 1.
25 and Figure 1.26 for the situations where there is no plan active or al-
ternatively there is a plan active. In the former case you have the option 
of opening the tracking website to look at traffic, emailing a web compati-
ble link so that others may follow your flight or printing the current map 
page that is being displayed. 

When a plan is active, you may additionally share the current plan or air-
craft. (Formerly in the App there 
was only an email option).

This is shown in Figure 1.26. At 
the top of the popup you can 
share the tracking. Below that 
you have the option of sharing 
the current plan or the current 
aircraft (the aircraft used in the 
current plan).

You can  ‘share’ your tracking 
to destinations such as Face-
book, Twitter, an SMS message 
(Figure 1.27). 

Figure 1.28 shows the sharing options if you decide to share the current 
plan or  aircraft. In addition to the normal options such as Email, Face-
book, Twitter and messaging, you can AirDrop the plan or aircraft to 
iPads or iPhones that are nearby to you and have the AirDrop option 
turned on. The share option is not available at present on the iPhone. Air-
Drop is the option if you want to share a plan quickly at the start of a 
multi-aeroplane flight or for any other reason for that matter 

(https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204144). 

If you want to share a plan or aircraft with someone who is remote from 
you, use the email sharing option. You can also share to a Mac laptop for 
archival purposes.

FIGURE 1.25 Share menu 
- no plan

FIGURE 1.26 Share 
menu - active plan

FIGURE 1.27 Share Op-
tions for Tracking

figure:102F3836-27E5-4243-B8BD-6CE590BA9CAA
figure:102F3836-27E5-4243-B8BD-6CE590BA9CAA
figure:102F3836-27E5-4243-B8BD-6CE590BA9CAA
figure:102F3836-27E5-4243-B8BD-6CE590BA9CAA
figure:B5141CF5-1816-4D9A-8367-386046459DDB
figure:B5141CF5-1816-4D9A-8367-386046459DDB
figure:B5141CF5-1816-4D9A-8367-386046459DDB
figure:B5141CF5-1816-4D9A-8367-386046459DDB
figure:943856B8-9FB6-49B0-A680-E4D61FC94347
figure:943856B8-9FB6-49B0-A680-E4D61FC94347
figure:59599322-A039-454C-84FE-B0B5C9D5C2D6
figure:59599322-A039-454C-84FE-B0B5C9D5C2D6
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204144
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204144
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Print 

Tapping the print icon under the Share button (on main menu bar in older 
versions) allows you to print the current map. You will be asked to select 
a printer from any AirPrint printers that are available.     To learn more 
about AirPrint consult http://support.apple.com/en-au/HT201311.

Screen Lock 

Tapping the screen lock will prevent any interaction with the map page or 
menu buttons. The padlock closes when the App is locked. Tap again to 
unlock. This is useful in turbulence when you don’t want extraneous taps 
being registered.

If you do turn it on, don’t forget to unlock before trying to access any App 
functionality.

Screen Brightness 

Tapping the screen brightness button will allow you to darken (or lighten) 
the screen. You may also use the option in the main Settings->General-
>Accessibility->Invert Colors to improve night vision.

MOB 

When tapped, the Man Overboard (MOB) button drops a User Waypoint 
at your current GPS location. While User Waypoints can be added by  
tapping on the screen, this gives the most accurate and fast way of add-
ing a waypoint at your current location. Waypoints thus added are initially 
of group ‘User Dropped’.

FIGURE 1.28 Share Options 
for Plan/Aircraft sharing

http://support.apple.com/en-au/HT201311
http://support.apple.com/en-au/HT201311
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Map Page Gesture Summary
Here is a summary of the map page gestures.

• Quick single finger tap – Closest Waypoints / Custom Waypoint, near a 
plan segment – select segment (for planner, terrain display)

• One finger drag – map pan (or waypoint insert)

• press and hold over plan segment – insert waypoint

• two finger pinch (quick) – zoom in or out

• two finger pinch (long initial press) – ruler – see Figure 1.30. NB: Now 
the ruler is “sticky” - that is, when you release your fingers it will stay on 
the screen. You can drag either end to the precise point you want. A sin-
gle tap away from the ruler will make it disappear.

• one finger press and hold – airspace - active airspace appears in red.

• double tap on airport takes you to the runway diagram page for that AD 
(if there is one). If there is no runway page it takes you to the FAC page 
in the ERSA. Nothing will happen if there is no ERSA entry (i.e. small 
ALAs or private strips). (Note: this feature can be disabled in the Pre-
ferences section of the Settings page, so if it doesn’t work check that it 
is turned on there.)

                             

FIGURE 1.30 Ruler (two finger long press)

FIGURE 1.29 Double tap on AD jumps to 
RWY diagram of FAC page for AD 

Double tap on YWLM to get here

figure:F570D12D-7BDD-40D0-96DB-07DA2AA5F299
figure:F570D12D-7BDD-40D0-96DB-07DA2AA5F299
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Figure 1.31 and Figure 1.32 shown the sequence to obtain more informa-
tion about Active Restricted Airspace. A ‘long press’ on the area of inter-
est results in a popup of all airspace under the tap (Remember: Air-
space of interest must be activated via the ‘COGs’ button, then Airspace, 
then selecting the airspace you want. Hint: For 99% of users, CTA, CTR, 
PRD and ‘Highlight Active Restricted Areas’ is what you want.) The bot-
tom of Figure 1.32 shows the result of tapping on R587A for William-
town. The orange colour indicates that clearances may be given to tran-
sit that airspace. The active hours are shown in UTC. A red colour indi-
cates you are unlikely to get a clearance through the airspace and green 
illustrates that clearances are routinely given.

FIGURE 1.31 Active airspace near YWLM

A long press on the airspace of interest results in the top display. 
Tap on the area of interest and it is displayed as shown in the bot-
tom picture.

FIGURE 1.32 After a long press on map

figure:735AE203-7A43-496D-97E4-A546C771E2F4
figure:735AE203-7A43-496D-97E4-A546C771E2F4
figure:54E1B66B-C021-48D2-A1D0-F5275479808D
figure:54E1B66B-C021-48D2-A1D0-F5275479808D
figure:54E1B66B-C021-48D2-A1D0-F5275479808D
figure:54E1B66B-C021-48D2-A1D0-F5275479808D
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Webcams 

If you enable the webcam icon you will see a set of webcams from 
around Australia depicted on the screen. Tap on a webcam to see a real-
time image of the location. The number will increase with time. An exam-
ple is shown in Figure 1.34.

 

FIGURE 1.33 
Webcams

FIGURE 1.34 Webcam Screen

figure:D979623B-0C21-4A00-A682-803F41366CF3
figure:D979623B-0C21-4A00-A682-803F41366CF3
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Summary of Changes
Recently OzRunways moved things around a bit. The following figures 
summarise these changes.
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Figure 1.35 shows the main page under the Airfields tab. 

A search box at the top left may be used to search for a particular air-
field. 

Alternatively, you can scroll through the entries or tap a letter from the 
alphabet on the far right of the screen to get you to an entry quickly. 

There is also a ‘Favourites’ icon (looks like an open book) in the top right 
hand corner that will popup a list of favourite pages. 

You will learn how to do this subsequently.

Section 3

Airfields
FIGURE 1.35 Airfields Page

figure:2B000ABC-F1E5-4D38-A2B3-90CA7BE833E1
figure:2B000ABC-F1E5-4D38-A2B3-90CA7BE833E1
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Setting Region
Figure 1.36 illustrates how to change the region for the airfields page. 

In the case shown here the airfields page was set to Australia (‘Y’) – top 
right corner of the screen. A tap on the ‘Y’ results in a popup that lists the 
possible regions. Set appropriately. 

Note: you can set to ‘All’ which will give you a very large set of airfields 
to search (so you probably don’t want to do this).

FIGURE 1.36 Setting Region

figure:F6E35CD0-1320-4AC1-BF3C-AEAD90A8B4F2
figure:F6E35CD0-1320-4AC1-BF3C-AEAD90A8B4F2
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Search 
Figure 1.37 illustrates how to activate the search function. Just start typ-
ing into the search field and matching airfields will appear below in the 
popup. Here we have typed ‘williamtown’ and the popup shows a selec-
tion of matching entries. The search is not case sensitive. Movie 1.2 
shows the search process in motion.

FIGURE 1.37 Activating the Search 
Field

MOVIE 1.2 Using the search box

This movie shows using the search box.

figure:CBB8AEBF-9708-42A7-B8DB-72BCF8B54EDB
figure:CBB8AEBF-9708-42A7-B8DB-72BCF8B54EDB
figure:2B0152F6-3D12-4E90-B3D6-48623B200305
figure:2B0152F6-3D12-4E90-B3D6-48623B200305
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Function Buttons 
Figure 1.38 shows the result of tapping on the ‘FAC’ entry for William-
town in the previous search.

Now a new set of menu buttons appear across the top of the page. 
These are described subsequently.

Document List
Figure 1.39 illustrates the result of tapping the ‘Book’ icon on the top far 
right of the iPad page. This lists all documents and procedures available 
for a given airfield. Here we can see Williamtown has a FAC page, a run-
way distance supplement (RDS) and numerous approach and departure 
procedures. If you have a VFR subscription you will not be able to ac-

FIGURE 1.38 FAC page for YWLM FIGURE 1.39 Document List for 
YWLM

figure:137D2405-BF05-48D9-989F-68F0B30151E0
figure:137D2405-BF05-48D9-989F-68F0B30151E0
figure:EAA2E821-9831-4A17-9AEF-8DFD42BFF0DD
figure:EAA2E821-9831-4A17-9AEF-8DFD42BFF0DD
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cess the procedures. If you have an OzRunways Airfield Guide, Pilot’s 
Touring Guide or any other additional subscriptions (or your own items 
from Dropbox), this is where entries will appear for those products. 

Screen Lock and Screen Brightness
These operate as per the Map page.

Options
Figure 1.40 shows the result of tapping on the ‘COGs’ icon. This brings 
up a popup that allows you to add the current page as a favourite (the 
page will then appear under the ‘Book’ icon on the home/starting Air-
fields page) or print the page (as described under the Map page).

FIGURE 1.40 Options button

figure:A99761D7-99BD-499E-A6A7-FCC19AC7FC38
figure:A99761D7-99BD-499E-A6A7-FCC19AC7FC38
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Favourite Bar
The next icon that is a downwards facing arrow is the document favour-
ites button. 

Tapping the arrow icon results in the view shown in Figure 1.41 which 
adds a set of boxes across the top of the page. 

To add the current page as a favourite, tap the blue + sign at the far right 
of the boxes, then tap the box that you wish to have as the quick refer-
ence for the page you are viewing. 

When you have populated all the boxes you will have to choose one to 
eliminate if you want to add another. Usually, the way to use this is to 
populate the boxes with the FAC, runway diagram and any approach pro-
cedures you might need on approach to an airport (or departure proce-
dures on departure).

Note that you can not clear the favourite bar - it works like an old car ra-
dio station select - you replace one page with another.

FIGURE 1.41 After adding favourites and adding 
YWLM FAC as a favourite

figure:A9CEE11F-C4FB-486D-863C-E9951655BA8A
figure:A9CEE11F-C4FB-486D-863C-E9951655BA8A
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Timer
Tapping the clock icon starts a timer which is shown at the top of Figure 
1.42. The next tap stops the timer and the next tap zeroes the timer.   
And then the sequence can be repeated.

Weather
Figure 1.43 shows the result of tapping the cloud icon. If available for the 
selected AD, the TAF, METAR and NOTAMs will be displayed. NB: the 
cloud icon will not appear unless the appropriate weather files have been 
downloaded.      If you have no network or a poor connection, it will not 
appear.

FIGURE 1.43 YWLM 
Weather and Notams

FIGURE 1.42 Activating timer

figure:AF4BEA81-8FF4-4B6F-A6B2-8D7FAC1C8780
figure:AF4BEA81-8FF4-4B6F-A6B2-8D7FAC1C8780
figure:AF4BEA81-8FF4-4B6F-A6B2-8D7FAC1C8780
figure:AF4BEA81-8FF4-4B6F-A6B2-8D7FAC1C8780
figure:56AC110E-41D1-4CE5-9CDF-3330F48C42B0
figure:56AC110E-41D1-4CE5-9CDF-3330F48C42B0
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Geo Location
On certain plates and runway diagrams you can see the position of your 
aircraft. If a plate is geo-located it has a small green [Geo] below the 
plate name. This is illustrated in Figure 1.44 and Figure 1.45.

FIGURE 1.44 Geo-located 
Plate

Aircraft Location

FIGURE 1.45 Geo-located Runway 
Diagram

Aircraft Location

figure:1A8EAD1F-ED98-494F-8602-1777722945AA
figure:1A8EAD1F-ED98-494F-8602-1777722945AA
figure:865C9795-5AEA-43F6-9368-B56249CFF3D5
figure:865C9795-5AEA-43F6-9368-B56249CFF3D5
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Approach Plate Options
When an approach plate is selected the ‘COGs’ button displays a few 
more options. (Figure 1.46)

You can enable/disable GeoTaxi (if available) which shows your position 
on the plate (or runway diagram).

You can also enable/disable the display of your plan track on the plate.

The ‘Annotations’ button, allows you to add annotations to the plate. The 
following figures illustrate this (Figure 1.47 - Figure 1.49).

First tap the COGs icon and then Annotations

FIGURE 1.46 Adding Annotations to 
an Approach Plate

figure:ED436E64-AB4F-4305-BC93-16DECB3DC2AD
figure:ED436E64-AB4F-4305-BC93-16DECB3DC2AD
figure:30D41788-52DB-4B38-B1AD-C8166B935F04
figure:30D41788-52DB-4B38-B1AD-C8166B935F04
figure:E35898B4-63F2-4DB3-B8E2-C60061B8C8F0
figure:E35898B4-63F2-4DB3-B8E2-C60061B8C8F0
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Then tap ‘Add Text Annotation’

FIGURE 1.47 Adding an annotation

Type in the annotation.

FIGURE 1.48 Inserting the annota-
tion
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The annotation will appear. You can drag it 
around the screen by touch, hold and drag.

FIGURE 1.49 The added annotation
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Circling Areas
You can also show circling areas, which are shown in the following fig-
ures. The desired category may be selected and then will be displayed.

Tap ‘Show Circling Areas’, and then the Cate-
gory you want

FIGURE 1.50 Circling Areas

The circling area is displayed.

FIGURE 1.51 Circling Areas
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Pilots Touring Guide (PTG)
If you have a subscription to the PTG, the entries will appear on the Air-
ports page and on the Map page as ALAs with a name starting with 
‘YPTG’. The information will appear under the book icon.

OzRunways Airfield Guide
If you have a subscription to the OzRunways Airfield guide, the entries 
will appear on the Airports page and the Map page. The information will 
appear under the book icon. OzRunways Airfield Guide only airports ap-
pear on the map starting with “OZ” .

Other Subscriptions
If you have other subscriptions, the entries will appear on the Airports 
page and the Map page. The information will appear under the book 
icon.
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The Documents home page is shown in Figure 1.52. 

This provides access to the front matter of the ERSA and a variety of 
other Airservices documents that you may require.

There is also User Documentation available on this page.

See Section 6 on Dropbox to learn how you may add documents to this 
page.

Section 4

Documents
FIGURE 1.52 Documents Home 
page

figure:AEBEAA34-4013-47CB-B182-1740C5678456
figure:AEBEAA34-4013-47CB-B182-1740C5678456
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The AIP page is accessed via the AIP button. This is shown to the right 
in Figure 1.53. On the right margin there is a quick access tab.

Search
The AIP also has a search function which is found at the top left of the 
page.

Section 5

AIP
FIGURE 1.53 AIP Home Page

Search Bar

figure:E1F9F3A1-D21C-43DE-B3BC-4EE1A19866EA
figure:E1F9F3A1-D21C-43DE-B3BC-4EE1A19866EA
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The Settings page is 
accessed by tapping 
the bottom right Set-
tings button (looks like 
a single gear). 

On the iPad the screen 
is split into two views. A 
selection is made on 
the left pane and the 
resulting view is dis-
played on the right. The 
tabs are described sub-
sequently. On an 
iPhone only the left se-
lection field is shown 
and the view is re-
placed by the selected 
field. 

See Figure 1.54.

Subscriptions
The subscriptions page is shown in Figure 1.55. At the top is the place to 
enter your User ID, email address (they might be the same) and your 
nickname for the Notes feature. The Sign Out tab is used to sign out of 
the App on one device in order to sign into another device (if you have 
multiple iPads and only one subscription and no backup subscription). 
Below this tab is a tab to take you to OzRunways Help and below this 
your active subscriptions are listed. Emergency Mode (at the bottom) 
may be used if you are having account issues away from home (i.e. the 
App doesn’t recognise your subscription). It can be used once a year 
and lasts for a few days so you can get home and reconcile any issues.

Section 6

Settings

FIGURE 1.55 Subscriptions Tab

FIGURE 1.54 Settings Page 
showing the Preferences Tab

figure:AA2E777F-37CD-4800-A1C5-802AC085A9D5
figure:AA2E777F-37CD-4800-A1C5-802AC085A9D5
figure:D221EB97-AF51-4CF8-9113-E12C6D5BF79C
figure:D221EB97-AF51-4CF8-9113-E12C6D5BF79C
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Editions
The Editions tab is shown in Figure 1.56. It appears in older versions of 
OzRunways. It is included here for completeness. It lists the current ac-
tive AIRAC document cycle and any pending cycle. A tick denotes the 
one in use. Below that is the database that is being used. This should be 
set to ‘Normal’. If you can see this screen, you should update your 
OzRunways.

Database
The Database screen is shown in Figure 1.57 . It lists the current active 
AIRAC document cycle and any pending cycle. In addition it lists the cur-
rent regions and whether they are active and downloaded. The database 
for each region contains the list of maps for that region (not the actual 
maps themselves) and the waypoints for that region. If you have no inter-
est in a region, you need not download the region or enable it (by tap-
ping). The tick on the right indicates a region database is active.

FIGURE 1.56 Editions Tab FIGURE 1.57 Database Tab

figure:EE6C7DCB-2F67-4945-935B-F27A59ADC0BD
figure:EE6C7DCB-2F67-4945-935B-F27A59ADC0BD
figure:DFF61933-1D53-4489-9BF3-6943F027E228
figure:DFF61933-1D53-4489-9BF3-6943F027E228
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Downloads
The Downloads screen is shown in   Figure 1.58. On startup you will 
see a list of countries. Select the country you want first. The ‘Download 
from Peers’ is selected at the bottom. This means that if there is another 
iPad or iPhone in the vicinity and they are connected wirelessly then 
maps may be loaded from the other device (if present). 

The Downloads tab after that selection is shown in Figure 1.59 (con-
tents will vary with country). Right at the top, the current edition is hi-
lighted in blue. Below this are the sets of aviation data and maps that 
may be downloaded. The notation to the right says ‘Download’ when you 

should download the item (if you need it). This is part of the preflighting 
described right at the start of this document.

If a map is being downloaded, a progress wheel appears and a black 
‘Stop’ button which may be pressed to stop the download. The entry will 
log the number of files or amount of data downloaded as a further pro-
gress measure. When an item has completely downloaded it will display 
a red ‘Delete’ button. Don’t tap this under normal circumstances. It 
just means the item has downloaded fully.  

FIGURE 1.59 Downloads Tab

FIGURE 1.58 Download Tab

figure:393CDB52-9C37-4407-AFB8-2D066A012B55
figure:393CDB52-9C37-4407-AFB8-2D066A012B55
figure:4BE57E51-3D61-47AB-A9E8-366E8E516A07
figure:4BE57E51-3D61-47AB-A9E8-366E8E516A07
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The top tab shows a map yet to be downloaded, the 
middle tab shows a map during download, while the 
bottom tab shows a successfully downloaded map. 
Don’t touch the ‘Delete’ button unless you wish to re-
load the map.

FIGURE 1.60 Download Possibilities
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Preferences
The Preferences tab is shown below in Figure 1.61. The preferences tab 
allows you to set a variety of options. These may change with time. Don’t 
change them if you don’t understand what the option does. (Or, change, 
investigate, and if you don’t see a change, change back to the default 
state).

At the time of writing the preferences were as follows:

• Waypoint Sub-Types – tapping the arrow takes you to a screen that 
allows you to select which waypoints are used in searches. GPS way-
points are typically turned off as they clutter up the search displays. If 
you are a fixed wing pilot for instance, you might turn off the helicopter 
landing sites.

• Hide Tab Bar – Hides the bottom tab bar when you are looking at air-
field data 

• Double-tap HUD – this is used when you are in a turbulent environ-
ment. When enabled, every interaction on the GPS HUD requires two 
taps instead of the normal one tap. That way you don’t exit a plan ahead 
of time in turbulence.

• Planner Quick Entry – suppresses part of the menu when you add 
waypoints in the page planner.

• ATD Triggered by Go Fly – sets the actual time of departure (ATD) 
when you tap ‘Go Fly’.

• Show Rocket Boxes – enables/disables the ‘rocket boxes’ i.e. the loz-
enge shaped boxes near the start of a segment that show bearing and 
distance.

• Advanced Options – enables or disables the options below.

• Print Blank Lines – used in page planner printing - See Chapter 2, 
Section 5.

• Retain DirectTo Plans 
After Use – keep Di-
rectTo plans – normally 
they and their (tempo-
rary) waypoints are de-
leted as they clog up 
the plans menu and the 
user waypoints.

•  Use Fuel Tables – see 
Chapter 4 for more on 
this option.

• Double Tap on Map – 
This enables or dis-
ables the double tap on 
an AD jumps to 
runway/FAC ERSA 
page functionality.

FIGURE 1.61 Preferences Tab

figure:254D7D78-A727-4B35-A66E-08F3C24A63BA
figure:254D7D78-A727-4B35-A66E-08F3C24A63BA
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• Head Office Notam - Include Head Office Notams in normal Notam

• MGRS - Display MGRS coordinates. 

• Send UserID in NAIPS - Used for AMSA to help find you for SAR. 

Cache Management
The Cache Management tab is shown in Figure 1.62. It allows the re-
moval of various files. Under normal circumstances you should not have 
to access this tab but in certain situations you may be required to re-
move or reset things. 

At the time of writing, the tab allows you to do the following operations:

• Clear Old Files - this allows you to claim back memory

• Clear AIP - deletes AIP and 
search files

• Clear Tile Cache - clears out 
downloaded map tiles

• Reset User Settings - some-
times helps with weird prob-
lems

• Manually Download Databa-
se

The other options shown are 
for debug only.                 

FIGURE 1.62 Cache Man-
agement Tab

figure:EDE7C722-7B48-4734-8DEB-86D641ED90B9
figure:EDE7C722-7B48-4734-8DEB-86D641ED90B9
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Simulator Mode
OzRunways has a Simulator mode, which allows you to fly at home     
using your favourite flight simulator. The App interfaces with XPlane-10,    
Microsoft Flight Simulator (FSX) and ELITE.

The Simulator tab is shown  in Figure 1.63. To enable, turn on the Simula-
tor Mode button and for X-Plane 10, turn on the Use Broadcast button. 
For X-Plane 9 leave this off. You may also turn on a button that remem-
bers your settings on startup of OzRunways - this eliminates the need to 
turn the simulator on every time you startup OzRunways.

A Server IP Address should appear below the X-Plane 10 Broadcast 
Mode button if you are using that mode. More than one server may be 
listed. Choose the server you want. 

On the machine that is running X-Plane 10, you must do the following:

1. Tap the Settings bar, then Data Input & Output. Select the Data Set 
tab. Enable (tap for tick) the far left box (Internet via UDP) for fields 
18, 20 and 21. Tap the top left X to exit that screen.

2. Then tap Settings then Net Connections. Tap the iPhone/iPad tab. Tap 
“send AHRS data to Foreflight, Wing X Pro, or Sky Demon on All 
iPads or iPhones”. Tap the top left X to exit that screen.

For X-Plane 9, Elite and FSX 
(http://help.ozrunways.com/kb/getting-started/using-ozrunways-with-x-pl
ane-or-flight-simulator) outlines what you must do for non-broadcast 

mode. If the simulator does not work on your network, you may have to 
investigate any firewalls installed in your routers. Describing solutions to 
this is beyond the scope of this book. Call your local network guru.

FIGURE 1.63 Simulator Tab

figure:F1E05B8C-B186-4B47-A6A0-B81CBB674204
figure:F1E05B8C-B186-4B47-A6A0-B81CBB674204
http://help.ozrunways.com/kb/getting-started/using-ozrunways-with-x-plane-or-flight-simulator
http://help.ozrunways.com/kb/getting-started/using-ozrunways-with-x-plane-or-flight-simulator
http://help.ozrunways.com/kb/getting-started/using-ozrunways-with-x-plane-or-flight-simulator
http://help.ozrunways.com/kb/getting-started/using-ozrunways-with-x-plane-or-flight-simulator
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Dropbox Integration
The Dropbox tab allows you to import PDF files via Dropbox. Dropbox is 
a cloud file sharing facility that provides you with a certain amount of 
shared filespace that you can access. You can choose to share access 
to certain files. For instance, businesses can share certain files of inter-
est. (e.g. company specific approach procedures). Figure 1.64 illustrates 
the Dropbox login screen.

If you are not familiar with Dropbox go to their website 
(www.dropbox.com) and research. At the time of writing you could get 

2Gb of shared space for free or 1Tb for $10.99 a month (note, these 
terms may vary).

Figure 1.64  shows the logon screen in which you provide your Dropbox 
account login once you have registered with Dropbox.

The following figure (Figure 1.65) shows a typical screen with directories 
listed. When you enable the directory, it will then list the directory (and 
contents) under the main Documents tab.

FIGURE 1.65 Dropbox 
after login showing direc-
tories

FIGURE 1.64 Dropbox Login

figure:B173D615-A986-4734-A3D1-CDCB5FD5FDFA
figure:B173D615-A986-4734-A3D1-CDCB5FD5FDFA
http://www.dropbox.com
http://www.dropbox.com
figure:B173D615-A986-4734-A3D1-CDCB5FD5FDFA
figure:B173D615-A986-4734-A3D1-CDCB5FD5FDFA
figure:F8985408-5EB1-4793-B931-A83EE2C9C207
figure:F8985408-5EB1-4793-B931-A83EE2C9C207
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If the directories contain PDFs with file names starting with the airport 
ICAO code, those files will appear in any list of files available for that AD/
ALA.

Figure 1.66 shows the Dropbox/OzRunways integration process. When 
you turn on a directory in the Settings->Dropbox Integration tab, the di-
rectory becomes visible in the Documents page. Moreover, if the PDF 
file entry name starts with the ICAO code (e.g. AYBK in the figure), those 
PDFs will appear as adjuncts to any official data available. Companies 
can use this to build procedure and aerodrome charts specific to their op-
erations.

FIGURE 1.66 Dropbox Integration

figure:30F86843-C74F-4806-9219-7B65AE8099F1
figure:30F86843-C74F-4806-9219-7B65AE8099F1
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Information
The Information tab shown below (Figure 1.67) has a variety of information 
relating to the App. The most important field is the Version - you may be 
asked to check that you are running the latest version. This is where to find 
this number. (here 5.3.2).

Aircraft
The Aircraft tab (Figure 1.68) provides access to your aircraft and the air-
craft editor. At the bottom of the listing of aircraft there are tabs to do the fol-
lowing:

• New Aircraft from Library

• New Blank Aircraft

• Archive All Aircraft via Email

The operation of the Aircraft Editor is covered fully in Chapter 4.

FIGURE 1.67 Information Tab

FIGURE 1.68 Aircraft Tab

figure:DBD92F37-F8EB-4570-9396-C799E50BDB06
figure:DBD92F37-F8EB-4570-9396-C799E50BDB06
figure:B384CE80-0661-49AA-A3AA-F9AEED6995BA
figure:B384CE80-0661-49AA-A3AA-F9AEED6995BA
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Track History
The track history page is shown below in Figure 1.69. More detail on this 
tab is found in Chapter 8.

User Waypoints
The User Waypoints tab is shown below in Figure 1.70. Use of this tab is 
described in Chapter 7.

FIGURE 1.69 Track History
FIGURE 1.70 User Waypoints

figure:5AE49C8F-3B4B-4D74-ABB2-6F1EC5C9BB4B
figure:5AE49C8F-3B4B-4D74-ABB2-6F1EC5C9BB4B
figure:1ABAC644-4D74-49CF-980D-4C85A4F17AF6
figure:1ABAC644-4D74-49CF-980D-4C85A4F17AF6
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Pilots
The Pilot editor is shown below in Figure 1.71.

The controls are at the top right. ‘New’ adds a new pilot entry. Tap on the 
new entry to edit the contents. ‘Clean’ removes any pilots not used in 
plans. ‘Edit’ allows you to delete pilots (if not in plans) or you can use 
swipe delete.

Traffic
OzRunways has it’s own self contained traffic system which is described 
in Chapter 9 (Figure 1.72).. The App can also receive ADSB traffic via an 
external ADSB receiver. The old ADSB receiver is described in detail at 
http://adspi.ozrunways.com. We now support and recommend the Stra-
tux system (http://stratux.me).

FIGURE 1.71 Pilot Editor
FIGURE 1.72 Traffic

figure:0AB393FA-9A9C-455A-A411-844DE3BDDD4A
figure:0AB393FA-9A9C-455A-A411-844DE3BDDD4A
figure:4F0100E9-B007-4FFF-B3BA-8E1B57ECD1D9
figure:4F0100E9-B007-4FFF-B3BA-8E1B57ECD1D9
http://adspi.ozrunways.com
http://adspi.ozrunways.com
http://stratux.me
http://stratux.me
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NAIPS
The NAIPS tab allows you to enter your AirServices account login and pass-
word to allow submission of NAIPS plans. Note that ASA occasionally resets 
these passwords (for security reasons), so if your NAIPS submissions from 
OzRunways fail, first try to log in the ASA NAIPS web site. Once you have 
sorted that out, enter the username and password you have used there in this 
panel.

FIGURE 1.73 NAIPS 
Details



2 Chapter 2 covers planning 
in its various embodiments 
in OzRunways.

Planning
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Plan Background
A typical plans popup is shown in Figure 2.1. When you tap on the plans 
button (dots and lines) you will get a list of the plans you have made. Al-
ternatively, if there is an active plan, a segment summary of that plan will 
appear. You can traverse between the detail of a plan and the list of 
plans. The plans popup has a box titled ‘Quick Plan’. That is used to en-
ter a plan quickly using the codes for the waypoints. That is described in 
section 2.2.

The basis for flight planning is shown in Figure 2.2. The method of calcu-
lation of times and fuel consumed are illustrated. The figures primarily 
come from the values you have entered for the aircraft you are using in 
the plan. Fuel and time are calculated on a per leg basis. At the initial 
takeoff point, you can set the fuel available on takeoff and at each land-
ing point you can select whether to add fuel.

Be careful about setting any Performance Detail numbers as they over-
ride the default values shown for the aircraft. Frequently users have 
‘played around’ with Performance Detail and then forgotten they did this. 
With rubbish values in Performance Detail, you get rubbish results.    
The easiest thing is to just enter the default values and leave Perform-
ance Detail until you have mastered the App.

If you use the default values for TAS, fuel burn and climb or descent 
rates then the calculations 
are straightforward. The fuel/
time is calculated every 
1000’ by interpolation for 
climb, followed (if applicable) 
by a cruise segment. De-
scents are not calculated, 
instead a cruise leg is used. 
This produces more conser-
vative results, albeit only 
marginally different for light 
aircraft. 

Anecdotally, the author has 
found that the simple 
straightforward performance 
numbers yield quite accurate 
results for small aircraft (i.e. 
Cirrus SR22, Robinson 
R44). 

Section 1

Overview

FIGURE 2.1 Plans Menu

figure:ACCB4120-8CF8-4D95-A3F8-754246841AB4
figure:ACCB4120-8CF8-4D95-A3F8-754246841AB4
figure:CAE2AFFF-2492-47F5-9E33-4AAAA569F3CB
figure:CAE2AFFF-2492-47F5-9E33-4AAAA569F3CB
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The Performance Detail yields more accurate results for high perform-
ance jets  (e.g. Bombardier LR45). 

Figure 2.2 below shows a typical flight plan, with calculations for Time, 
Fuel, and Distance, made every 1000’ for the climb.  Then the remainder 
of the leg is calculated at Cruise Fuel Burn and TAS to the destination; 
no descent is calculated. 

Figure 2.3 shows how Plans with Alternates are calculated. 

Alternate legs are calculated  using a climb leg from the destination ele-
vation to a nominated altitude, plus the remainder of the segment at 
cruise.

Alternate fuel calculations also include the variable reserve.

FIGURE 2.2 Plan Calculations
FIGURE 2.3 Alternate Calculations

figure:CAE2AFFF-2492-47F5-9E33-4AAAA569F3CB
figure:CAE2AFFF-2492-47F5-9E33-4AAAA569F3CB
figure:23FFA5D6-48D8-4525-BB82-AFF381D81608
figure:23FFA5D6-48D8-4525-BB82-AFF381D81608
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Initiation
To start a plan you need a starting point. You can get this three ways on 
the Map page, namely:

• Enter a Quick Plan (described in next section)

• Tap near the starting point and select the location and then select ‘Set 
waypoint As Origin of Plan’

• Tap the ‘Nearest’ button, search for the waypoint textually, select it and 
then select ‘Set waypoint As Origin of Plan’

Once you have done this, you can continue planning via the Map page 
or the Page Planner as described subsequently in this section. Way-
points may be added to the end of the plan either via tapping near the 
desired waypoint or by searching for the waypoint in the ‘Nearest’ func-
tion. Waypoints may be inserted on the map page by tapping, holding 
and dragging (Movie 2.1).

figure:F533112C-574B-4ADE-9ED9-B9D311873B59
figure:F533112C-574B-4ADE-9ED9-B9D311873B59
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Quick Planner
The Quick Planner is perhaps the easiest 
way of entering a plan if you know the 
waypoint ICAO codes. To use the Quick 
Planner, first tap on the Plans button and 
type your planned waypoints. For in-
stance ‘YWVA YBTH YGTH YMIA YPPF’ 
(space delimited) has been entered into 
the Quick Plan box as shown in Figure 2.
4. The field will ‘stall’ if you enter a way-
point name that is not in the database. It 
will be displayed in red. If this happens, 
backspace over it and retype. The ‘Sug-
gest IFR Routes’ switch will appear.

When you are finished, tap ‘return’, and 
one of the screens in Figure 2.5 will re-
sult.  Tap ‘Done’ on this screen. 

If you enable the ‘Suggest IFR Routes’ switch, the screen shown on the 
right of Figure 2.5 will result.  Otherwise the popup on the left of Figure 
2.5 will appear. This is called the Segment Details popup.

To get back to the Plan List screen, you tap the top right button ‘Plans’. 
To select another plan you tap on it in the Plan List popup, as shown in 
Figure 2.6.

If you tap on a waypoint in the plan summary, you activate that leg of the 
plan. Previous legs may be activated as necessary, however the ‘origin’ 
cannot be navigated to in the plan once the departure has occurred.

The GPS HUD will give you information to navigate to the active way-
point. 

Section 2

Quick Planner

FIGURE 2.4 Quick 
Plan Entry

FIGURE 2.5 Route Selection

figure:6F661649-1687-4D4B-87BE-F05D61A8D02A
figure:6F661649-1687-4D4B-87BE-F05D61A8D02A
figure:6F661649-1687-4D4B-87BE-F05D61A8D02A
figure:6F661649-1687-4D4B-87BE-F05D61A8D02A
figure:56061C93-D8CD-47FE-98D1-B16C4473E6AB
figure:56061C93-D8CD-47FE-98D1-B16C4473E6AB
figure:56061C93-D8CD-47FE-98D1-B16C4473E6AB
figure:56061C93-D8CD-47FE-98D1-B16C4473E6AB
figure:56061C93-D8CD-47FE-98D1-B16C4473E6AB
figure:56061C93-D8CD-47FE-98D1-B16C4473E6AB
figure:56061C93-D8CD-47FE-98D1-B16C4473E6AB
figure:56061C93-D8CD-47FE-98D1-B16C4473E6AB
figure:A391C6FF-D36C-42AB-A666-76AD9869CF7C
figure:A391C6FF-D36C-42AB-A666-76AD9869CF7C
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As shown in Figure 2.7, to delete a plan you tap ‘Edit’ at the top right of 
the Plan List popup and a set of red Delete boxes will appear for each 
plan. Tap the ‘Delete’ button and the plan will be eliminated. You can also 
‘swipe-delete’. Here, you hold your finger on the right of the plan you 
wish to delete and swipe (move your finger while contacting the screen) 
to the left. A red ‘Delete’ box will appear for that plan. Tap it to delete.

FIGURE 2.6 Plan selection and Segment Details 
popup (right popup)

FIGURE 2.7 Plans Popup

figure:05357198-04CD-46DE-9D73-E2C58F555DFD
figure:05357198-04CD-46DE-9D73-E2C58F555DFD
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If you tap the information icon at the right of the plan name (letter ‘i’ in a 
blue circle) you will be transferred to the Plan Detail screen which is 
shown in Figure 2.8.

figure:22CF7F12-3B1D-4038-959E-10B9FDE05B72
figure:22CF7F12-3B1D-4038-959E-10B9FDE05B72
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Plan Detail Screen
The Plan Detail screen is shown in Figure 2.8. The Plan Detail screen 
has the following entries:

• Name – here you can change the name of the plan. Plan names default 
to the starting waypoint name, dash, destination waypoint name. If you 
prefix the name with a text string and forward slash i.e. ‘TEST/’, the plan 
will be placed in a sub-list called ‘TEST’ on the Plan List page.                
In essence, this is a single level directory or folder.

• Dep. Date – here you set the departure date (UTC) that will be used in 
any submitted NAIPs plan.

• Type – here you set the type of flight i.e. General Aviation, Scheduled, 
Non-scheduled, Military or Other.

• Rules – here you set VFR or IFR – this is sticky in that once you set it, 
the next plan you create will be of the same type. So if you alternate be-
tween the two, make sure you set the appropriate rules here.

• Duplicate Plan – does just 
that – copies the current 
plan and retires the popup 
(makes it vanish). It will 
have the same name as the 
current plan so you want to 
identify it and change the 
name to avoid confusion.

•Invert Plan – reverses the 
current plan, creates a new 
plan and retires the popup. 
If you want to access the 
newly created plan, look 
through the list of plans and 
select it. This option does 
not reverse the current plan 
but creates a new inverted 
plan.

• Email Export Options – gives you a variety of plan export options – 
we will cover this in more detail later.

• Submit to NAIPS – This sequences to a popup that allows you to ex-
port to NAIPS, up to ten legs are permitted – this is covered in more de-
tail later.

Section 3

Plan Detail FIGURE 2.8 Plan Detail Screen

figure:22CF7F12-3B1D-4038-959E-10B9FDE05B72
figure:22CF7F12-3B1D-4038-959E-10B9FDE05B72
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• Type – here you can set the aircraft type. When you tap on this your air-
craft library is displayed and you can select the appropriate aircraft from 
your collection.

• Pilot – set the pilot name here. You can add more information for the 
pilot in the Pilot Editor described elsewhere (Chapter 1 Section 6).
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Map Planning
Once you have a starting point, in Section 2.2, we learned how you can 
add waypoints interactively on the Map page.

You can also insert waypoints as shown below in Movie 2.1:

The sequence of operations is as follows:

• identify the segment where you wish to insert a waypoint

• tap and hold the segment until it turns yellow and a purple blob appears

• hold and drag the blob until you get near the waypoint you wish to in-
sert

• take your finger off the screen

• the purple blob will appear and a popup will appear listing nearby way-
points

• select the waypoint you wish to insert

• the plan will redisplay with the new waypoint inserted

Section 4

Map Planning

MOVIE 2.1 Inserting a waypoint into a plan

This movie shows how to insert a waypoint into a plan.

figure:F533112C-574B-4ADE-9ED9-B9D311873B59
figure:F533112C-574B-4ADE-9ED9-B9D311873B59
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Preferred Routes
Figure 2.9 shows how to enter a plan with preferred routes. Firstly, the 
plan is entered in the Quick Planner. Turn the ‘Suggest IFR Routes’ 
switch on (swipe to right).

Then when the route selection popup appears, the preferred route is se-
lected. In this case the H1 preferred route. 

The software attempts to find a published preferred route. 

If it can’t, it constructs one based on a shortest path algorithm. 

The resulting plan is shown on the right of the figure.

FIGURE 2.9 Preferred Routes

Select Route

Enter Quick Plan - YSSY YMML
Resulting Plan

figure:7E3C436A-802C-4058-BC01-65114C8B1DA6
figure:7E3C436A-802C-4058-BC01-65114C8B1DA6
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Page Planner  

The Page Planner is accessed from the map page by tapping the Page 

Planner button  (Map Page: top left, title bar) on the iPad or tapping 
‘Plan Sheet’ at the top left of the Segment Details popup on the iPad or 
iPhone.

The page planner shown in Figure 2.10 in turn, has a set of buttons 
across the top. Waypoints are listed sequentially down the page with the 
waypoint name at the far left. Light blue fields are editable. The top row 
lists the origin aerodrome. You cannot delete the origin in this view (for 
historical reasons). If you want to delete the origin, go to the map view, 
locate the origin, tap near it, then tap on the location in the resulting 
popup, and then select  ‘Delete YZWX From Plan’. (The iPhone has less 
buttons).

Additionally, there are two special boxes in the top ‘origin row’. If you tap 
on the ‘ETA’ box you can set the departure time. If you tap what is the 
Fuel Log box in the top row you can set the fuel you will have on Startup 
(Ramp Fuel) from the origin.

The Page Planner buttons are shown in more detail in Figure 2.11. From 
left to right the buttons are:

• Exit – go back to the map view

• Plan Details –  tap this to get a popup that allows you to set values 
for the overall plan such as the name of the plan, aircraft, pilot and depar-
ture time. You can also export the plan to NAIPS or archive using this 
popup.

Section 5

Page Planner

FIGURE 2.10 Page Planner

figure:E6C5598A-1513-4CA7-ACAF-A25F504F28AE
figure:E6C5598A-1513-4CA7-ACAF-A25F504F28AE
figure:F88A1507-FE94-4A07-93CF-12F4DE8A18E4
figure:F88A1507-FE94-4A07-93CF-12F4DE8A18E4
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• Weather Manager –  tapping this takes you to the Weather Manager 
(WM), which is described in Chapter 3. When a plan is first selected the 
WM icon may be greyed out and a blue/grey progress bar may be visi-
ble. This indicates that the WM is downloading weather files (GAFs, 
TAFs, METARs, NOTAMs, Wind at altitude, etc.). When completed the 
icon will be blue as shown in the lower portion of Figure 2.11.

• Plan Edit –  tap this to allow the insertion and deletion of waypoints in 
the plan.

• Optimiser –  tap this to get an Optmiser which automatically cal-
culates groundspeed, ETI, and Fuel Burn for each leg at different alti-
tudes.

• Winds – tapping this allows you to insert winds into the plan. You 
can select ‘NAIPS Wind/Temp’ (Wind and Temperature profile winds) or 
reset the winds to zero.

• Page Select –  this allows you to select between the plan-
ner page (Plan), the Fuel Planner (Fuel) or the Weight and Balance 
Planner (W&B). 

Print –  print the plan. 

You can scroll the planner horizontally as well as vertically. This is how 
the planner works on the iPhone.

To aid entry in large plans, a ‘fill down’ option is available in the LSALT, 
ALT and WIND columns. Simply tap on an entry in these columns, enter 
the value, then tap the fill down arrow (initially it will be greyed out), then 
tap enter. Rows including the one you tapped and all those below will be 
filled in with the value you entered. Move down the column to enter multi-
ple repeated values (Figure 2.12).

A ‘NOTES’ column is available for each segment, and a block section at 
the bottom of the Planner.

FIGURE 2.11 Page Planner Buttons

figure:F88A1507-FE94-4A07-93CF-12F4DE8A18E4
figure:F88A1507-FE94-4A07-93CF-12F4DE8A18E4
figure:5974379D-87BA-449E-A26E-D13BE2170439
figure:5974379D-87BA-449E-A26E-D13BE2170439
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FIGURE 2.12  Fill Down Operation

The planner is available on the various iPhones, albeit at slightly re-
duced functionality (i.e. some buttons will be missing).
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Page Planner: 
The following sections are numbered according to the order in which the 
columns appear on the plan sheet, from left to right, as per the diagram 
below.

1. Waypoints

The waypoints, listed in the left hand column in blue capitalised text, are 
as per the plan. You can edit these legs by tapping the ‘edit’ button in the 
top bar, which will reveal ‘+’ and ‘-’symbols. 

The Edit function is explained in detail on Page 79. 

i) Landing Points and Refuels

Tapping on a waypoint will designate that waypoint as a landing and op-
tional refuel point.

The popup in Figure 2.14 will result:

FIGURE 2.13 Page Planner Columns

FIGURE 2.14 Refuel and Stopover Popup

ibooks:///#page(79)
ibooks:///#page(79)
figure:55B2907A-2C77-4E1C-8992-A189E734E42C
figure:55B2907A-2C77-4E1C-8992-A189E734E42C
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When the toggle is to the right and green in colour as in Figure 2.14 this 
indicates a refuelling stop and fuel will be set to full. You can over type 
this to a lower value in the Fuel Log column.

When the toggle is to the left and grey in colour, this indicates you are 
not refuelling. 

Here you also add your stopover time in minutes.

Note: If you are not refuelling you should adjust the fuel in the Fuel 
Log column after every landing.

In version 6.1 onwards all landing points will be indicated on the Planner 
by this landing label underneath the waypoint name:

The final waypoint in your plan will be assumed to be a landing point and 
will automatically display the landing label.

ii) Alternates

Tapping on the last leg of a plan turns that waypoint into an alternate. 
The alternate label will appear underneath the waypoint name, and the 
landing label will move to the destination above, as shown in Figure 
2.16. 

The app will treat the alternate calculations as a new climb/cruise seg-
ment, starting at aerodrome elevation of the previous leg. The alternate 
will be added to the NAIPS FN ‘Alternate’ fields. The alternate fuel will be 
shown in the fuel tab. Alternate fuel comprises of a climb from the previ-
ous waypoint altitude to the specified cruise altitude, cruise from TOC to 
overhead the destination plus variable for the route total.

FIGURE 2.15 Landing Label

On this Flight plan Parafield (YPPF) is set as our Destination, 
with Adelaide (YPAD) as our Alternate.

FIGURE 2.16  Alternate Label

figure:55B2907A-2C77-4E1C-8992-A189E734E42C
figure:55B2907A-2C77-4E1C-8992-A189E734E42C
figure:4B32C7E1-3856-401D-A481-725C851CFF24
figure:4B32C7E1-3856-401D-A481-725C851CFF24
figure:4B32C7E1-3856-401D-A481-725C851CFF24
figure:4B32C7E1-3856-401D-A481-725C851CFF24
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2. LSALT (Lowest Safe Altitude)

When planning by a recommended IFR route, where a LSALT is avail-
able for a segment in the Airservices Australia dataset used by OzRun-
ways, it will be automatically shown in the LSALT column. If there is no 
LSALT present, the user can enter the desired LSALT. The displayed 
LSALT can be overtyped by the user at any time.

Note: Automatic lowest safes generated using the SRTM data and 
Vertical Obstruction data are prohibited by AIP (GEN 3.1-7, para 
6.1).

CASA affirmed in August of 2017 that the VOD and SRTM data is not 
considered by Geoscience Australia to be reliable for use in automatic 
LSALT calculations, therefore OzRunways does not perform automatic 
LSALT calculation beyond displaying Airservices LSALT information.

3. Altitude 

Altitude is entered in the FL format. For example, 5500 ft is entered as 
A055. Tapping on the bottom right ‘fill down’ tile in the number pad allows 
the altitude to be set for all legs, as shown in Figure 2.18. 

LSALT Information Prefilled using Airservices Australia Data.

FIGURE 2.17 LSALT

FIGURE 2.18 Altitude

figure:60049930-A0B6-46DB-BDAE-9900FD59483B
figure:60049930-A0B6-46DB-BDAE-9900FD59483B
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A descent point is displayed for the last leg on the map, using the de-
scent rate/TAS provided in the aircraft profile.

4. TAS (True Airspeed)

Cruise TAS is displayed as per the aircraft profile. This is for display pur-
poses and does not include climb TAS, however climb TAS is used in the 
time/fuel calculations.

5. TRK (Track)

Track is displayed as per the magnetic track for the appropriate leg.

6. Wind

Winds are entered & displayed in degrees True. OzRunways converts to 
degrees Magnetic for all calculations. 

Wind can be set for legs individually, or all legs using either the ‘fill down’ 
button from a leg entry, or the WIND/TEMP winds. 

To access the wind temps, press the windsock button (top bar) - ex-
plained in detail on Page 83.

7. HDG (Heading) 

HDG required to make good planned track. Shown in degrees magnetic.

8. GS (Groundspeed)

The groundspeed which has been calculated for a leg, including wind. 
For a leg which involves a climb, the GS shown is the average GS for 
that leg. Groundspeed is calculated at cruise altitude till destination.

9. Distance

Distance of the leg, in nm.

10. ETI (Estimated Time Interval)

Estimated Time Interval of the leg (i.e. the length of time the leg will take 
to fly). Display is in minutes.

Where Airwork is desired at a waypoint, the waypoint ETI button (Blue 
background) can be pressed to add a delay in minutes. The entry can 
reflect either Airwork (AWK) or Hover (HVR), however the AWK/Hover 
toggle will only appear when the Hover Burn is present in the aircraft pro-
file being used. Once a number of minutes is entered, press the AWK/
HVR toggle to switch between the type of entry. The delays entered will 
use the appropriate fuel burns form the aircraft profile (AWK/Holding 
Burn and Hover burn respectively) however the DLA entered in to the 
Flight Notification will be the cumulative amount of both delays. 

This ensures that for rotary wing operations, where fuel burn in the hold 
can vary markedly from the hover, that the calculation is accurate. 

ibooks:///#page(83)
ibooks:///#page(83)
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No variable is calculated for AWK/HVR fuels. Once a AWK and/or HVR 
delay is entered, it will be shown as orange number(s) underneath the 
ETI, as shown in Figure 2.19. 

The delays will be added to the EET and ETA columns as well.

NOTE: For fixed wing aircraft, the hover fuel burn entry in the planner 
can be re-purposed where a different burn rate is required during air-
work.

11. EET (Estimated Elapsed Time)

The elapsed time of the plan to that waypoint in minutes. This field will 
be reset for waypoints after landing points (i.e. it restarts at zero for a 
landing/refuel leg).

12. ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival)

Tapping on the blue word ‘ETA’ brings up the departure time button. The 
departure time can be set prior to submitting a Flight Notification, which 
sets the departure time for the plan. Pressing this button brings up the 
dialogue, shown in Figure 2.20, which can be used to set the departure 
time. In Settings > Preferences, there is an option to set the departure 
time to be triggered by pressing the ‘Go Fly’ button on a plan. If you use 
this setting it is useful to make pressing the ‘Go Fly’ button part of your 
line-up checklist.

Where a waypoint is listed as a landing/refuel waypoint, 30 minutes will 
be added to the ETA at the point, with the resulting time serving as the 
subsequent Estimated Departure time. For example, if the ETA for an in-
termediate landing point is time 0135, the planner will automatically set 
the departure time as 0205 for the next leg. If the ETI for the next leg is 
20, the ETA for that next waypoint will be 0225 (0135 + 30min delay on 
the ground + 20 minute ETI to next waypoint).

FIGURE 2.19 Airwork and Hover Times

figure:6CD62CD0-D29B-4746-AF5C-06C5956D9FEA
figure:6CD62CD0-D29B-4746-AF5C-06C5956D9FEA
figure:809E1C78-B62D-4FC1-BFBC-9F21C101E160
figure:809E1C78-B62D-4FC1-BFBC-9F21C101E160
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13. FR (Fuel Remaining)

The Fuel Remaining Column displays the calculated fuel remaining 
based on the fuel burnt on a leg. The first leg will show a FR reflecting 
the subtraction of Taxi fuel. The fuel burn on a leg includes climb and 
cruise fuel (‘flight fuel’) plus the variable which has been set in the air-
craft profile; any AWK and/or HVR fuel burn for that leg.

For example, on a leg which is the first leg of a plan: Start fuel 217L. Taxi 
fuel is 5L. Climb fuel is 10L. Cruise fuel of 15L. AWK of 30 minutes at 
20L/hr. Variable 10%.

Start Fuel – Taxi – Flight Fuel plus variable – AWK – HVR = Fuel Remain-
ing, i.e.

217 – 5 – [(10+15)*1.10] – [0.5*20] ; 217 – 5 – 27.5 – 10 = 174.5

FR = 174.5 however only 174 will be displayed. The decimal value is still 
carried by the cell and applied to subsequent legs. This means even 
though the decimal is not visible, it is still being used for subsequent leg 
calculations.

Updating the wind during a flight will update the plan from that leg on-
ward, including FR.

For the Alternate leg, the Fuel Remaining reflects a climb and cruise 
from the planned destination to the nominated cruise height. This leg is 
calculated using the normal cruise methodology, just as a first leg of a 
plan would.

‘Now’ sets the current UTC time on the clock. Otherwise 
scroll the Day and Time rows to set a departure time, then se-
lect Done.

FIGURE 2.20 ETD Popup
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See the fuel tab and alternates sections for more detail on the fuel plan 
as well as how to add allowance for holding and approach fuels.

14. Fuel Log

The first field of the fuel log is the start fuel field (blue background). This 
is the ramp fuel. The ramp fuel is used in the calculation of the W&B, 
therefore it is important to ensure it is correct for the planning and the 
W&B, if it is used. Tap on this field to edit.

The subsequent fuel log fields can be tapped on to enter fuel remaining 
at those waypoints for logging purposes. Note that if the plan is edited, 
the entries may be lost. Entries are stored even after a plan is exited, 
and must be cleared manually if you wish to use a plan again.

The landing point does not have an editable fuel log field.

15. REV (Revised ETA)

Where desired, the pilot may enter a revised estimated time of arrival in 
to this column. Note that if the plan is edited, the entries may be lost. En-
tries are stored even after a plan is exited, and must be cleared manually 
if you wish to use a plan again.

16.ATA (Actual Time Of Arrival)

This column is used to log the time of arrival at a waypoint. 

The log will occur automatically where the waypoint cycles automati-
cally when it is overflown. 

This value can be overtyped if desired, or a value manually entered if de-
sired by the pilot. Note that if the plan is edited, the entries may be lost. 
Entries are stored even after a plan is exited, and must be cleared manu-
ally if you wish to use a plan again.

17.Notes 

This section may be used to add notes to a leg as required.
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Page Planner - Edit Mode
By tapping the ‘Edit’ button in the Page Planner (only on the iPad), you 
enter Edit mode. Edit mode is shown in Figure 2.21. 

Additional rows are added between existing waypoints with green plus 
signs in them. Red minus signs appear to the left of each existing way-
points. Tapping the plus sign will allow you to insert a waypoint between 
the upper and lower waypoint. Tapping the minus sign will allow you to 
delete that waypoint.

Figure 2.22 shows the result of tapping the plus sign between YGTH and 
YMIA. A popup appears, which lists the types of waypoints. 

You can either type in the desired waypoint in the search box or tap one 
of the waypoint types to get a further list of waypoint candidates. If you 

tap say, ‘Airports’, the ADs/ALAs closest to the center of the segment in 
question will be displayed. 

This way, you simply define origin and destination and use this function 
to recursively select intermediate AD/ALAs until you have enough fuel 
stops.

Figure 2.23 shows the result of tapping ‘Airports’ on the preceding figure. 
The resulting list, as mentioned, are the ADs and ALAs nearest to the 
center of the segment (in this case YGTH to YMIA). Scroll through the 
list to select the waypoint you want.

In Figure 2.24 we have added YBRN to the plan. Figure 2.26 shows the 
plan after we have exited Edit mode. FIGURE 2.21 Page Plan-

ner in Edit Mode

FIGURE 2.22 Page Plan-
ner after tapping green 
‘+’

figure:9C7E0405-8D9A-4700-919B-06A1D47BC04E
figure:9C7E0405-8D9A-4700-919B-06A1D47BC04E
figure:B8DDBAA9-8AB1-402C-BE4E-F77F85AF87FE
figure:B8DDBAA9-8AB1-402C-BE4E-F77F85AF87FE
figure:4DD3F1D0-00FC-4C0A-BE5D-1F323F71A216
figure:4DD3F1D0-00FC-4C0A-BE5D-1F323F71A216
figure:E3812F58-AD1F-41CC-86AB-FE759D9A21C5
figure:E3812F58-AD1F-41CC-86AB-FE759D9A21C5
figure:37A91FA6-9336-4E86-9CC0-8AD513E10BEB
figure:37A91FA6-9336-4E86-9CC0-8AD513E10BEB
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To delete a waypoint, tap ‘Edit’ and then the – sign adjacent to the way-
point to be deleted. Tap the ‘Delete’ box and the waypoint will be deleted.

Figure 2.24 shows YBRN added and Figure 2.25 shows deleting YBRN.

FIGURE 2.23 Nearest AD 
popup

FIGURE 2.25 Delete YBRN

FIGURE 2.24 YBRN Added

figure:E3812F58-AD1F-41CC-86AB-FE759D9A21C5
figure:E3812F58-AD1F-41CC-86AB-FE759D9A21C5
figure:E4D2BD37-D684-4406-B0CA-C41F052A2744
figure:E4D2BD37-D684-4406-B0CA-C41F052A2744
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The iPhone has less functionality than the iPad on the planner 
screen. You can select the winds and access the Weather Man-
ager. The WM is a scaled version of the iPad.

FIGURE 2.27 iPhone Planner Screen
FIGURE 2.26 Final Plan
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Optimizer  

The Optimizer calculates the optimum Altitude or Flight Level to fly for 
each leg of your plan, given the forecast winds. 

The app calculates Groundspeed, ETI, and Fuel Burn for every 2000 
feet.

Upon entering the optimizer, the app will automatically select the opti-
mum altitudes for each leg based on the available results. Although the 
optimizer can calculate the results on any leg based on the wind profile, 
the pilot needs to analyse the information to ensure the results meet 
their needs; the app does not know whether an altitude change between 
legs is sensible or not. Tapping on an altitude for a leg in the optimizer 
will cause the subsequent optimizer values to recalculate based on your 
selection. 

If LSALTs are included, these are also taken into account (Altitudes be-
low LSALT are greyed out - not selectable). 

To use the Optimizer first press the windsock button and obtain the 
winds (explained in detail on the next page). Then open the Optimizer by 
selecting the slider button on the Planner Page. Once selections are 
complete, tap the route name in the top left corner to return to the plan 
sheet.

Figure 2.28 shows the result of examining the detail of a run of the opti-
mizer. The arrows at the top right are for progressing from one segment 
to the next (i.e. takeoff to landing). Within a page, each leg will be shown 
(i.e. waypoints between takeoff to landing).

FIGURE 2.28 Optimizer Detail

figure:8A000E87-3645-498C-B429-ECE8C09C4900
figure:8A000E87-3645-498C-B429-ECE8C09C4900
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Winds 

Figure 2.29 illustrates how to fetch winds for a plan.

Initially, the weather icon (top left) is greyed out and will have a progress 
bar adjacent to it. The App will start to try to fetch the weather over what-
ever network is available. During this time the wind icon is also greyed 
out (and the flag is not flying because there is no wind).

When the weather has been fetched, the weather and wind icons turn 
blue. You can tap the weather icon to access the weather manager or 
tap the wind icon to set the winds for your plan segments.

In selecting the wind, you can select the NAIPS Wind/Temp (wind/temp 
profile for the particular segment – Airservices provide this data and 
amazingly, it works between any two waypoints in the world. It comes 
from a world derived wind/temp database). You can also reset the winds. 
Be careful doing this when you have no network as your weather (wind) 
files will be deleted from the iPad. 

When all winds are fetched, the Wind header background will turn green, 
as shown in Figure 2.29. Sometimes, due to poor internet connection not 
all winds will be obtained, and the header will remain grey. 

If this happens try resetting the winds and fetching again.

You can, of course, enter the winds manually as well.

FIGURE 2.29 Fetching Winds for a Plan

figure:FA800F58-D1D1-456C-BD3F-723E540C87C5
figure:FA800F58-D1D1-456C-BD3F-723E540C87C5
figure:FA800F58-D1D1-456C-BD3F-723E540C87C5
figure:FA800F58-D1D1-456C-BD3F-723E540C87C5
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Fuel Planner 
On the iPad, the Fuel Planner may be accessed by tapping the ‘Fuel’ but-
ton at the top right of the Page Planner. A typical view is shown in Figure 
2.30.

On this flight we refuel at YGTH, and land but do not refuel at YMIA. 

If the number of segments exceeds five, two arrows appear in the top 
menu that can be used to move between segments.

The light blue entries in the table may be edited. 

The Fuel Margin will turn red if you are burning into your reserve fuel or if 
the segment uses more fuel than is loaded at the start of the segment.

The following page breaks down each item of the Fuel Planner, and ex-
plains how it is calculated. 

FIGURE 2.30 Fuel Planner Page

figure:6E82D5F4-C25E-4C51-BF1E-2F38C2294B92
figure:6E82D5F4-C25E-4C51-BF1E-2F38C2294B92
figure:6E82D5F4-C25E-4C51-BF1E-2F38C2294B92
figure:6E82D5F4-C25E-4C51-BF1E-2F38C2294B92
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i) From/To

Shows the origin and destination.

ii) Taxi

Set amount as per the aircraft profile.

iii) Climb

Calculated as per the aircraft profile, for the cumulative climbs across the 
plan.

iv) Cruise

Calculated as per the burn rates specified in the aircraft profile.

v) Variable

Calculated as per the percentage specified in the aircraft profile, applied 
to the climb and cruise totals.

vi) Hover

As per the Hover times set in the plan, at the rate specified in the aircraft 
profile.

vii) AWK

As per the AWK times set in the plan, at the rate specified in the aircraft 
profile.

viii) Holding

User set, in minutes. Calculates at the AWK/Holding burn specified in the 
aircraft profile. For example, INTER/TEMPO holding.

ix) Approach

User set by burn amount. Time is automatically calculated according to 
AWK/Holding burn rate in aircraft profile.

x) Fixed Reserve

As per the burn and time specified in the aircraft profile.

xi) Alternate

Reflects the climb and cruise from the planned destination to the alter-
nate at the altitude nominated in the plan, plus variable.

xii) Fuel Required

Cumulative totals of all fields.

xiii) FuelMargin

Fuel Remaining from start fuel, minus fuel required, calculated using the 
a AWK/Holding burn specified in the aircraft profile.

xiv) Endurance

Cumulative totals of Fuel Required and Fuel Margin. This time is used in 
the Flight Notification. Calculated at the AWK/Holding Burn Rate. 
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Weight and Balance Planner 

On the iPad, the Weight and Balance Planner may be accessed by tap-
ping the ‘W&B’ button at the top right of the Page Planner. 

A typical view is shown in Figure 2.31. 

The weight and balance tab uses the active W&B profile (set up in air-
craft profile). Users MUST ensure they are using a correct profile before 
relying on W&B sheet.

Individual station weights can be specified by tapping on them. Fuel dis-
plays based on the plan sheet start fuel, planned landing fuel (As per last 
FR on plan sheet), and critically Empty Fuel CG.

Ramp weight, TOW, Landing Weight are shown at the bottom of the 
graph. Total Moment for the ramp weight is also displayed.

The arrows in the top bar scroll between the segments of the plan, 
where an intermediate landing point is used. Where an alternate is speci-
fied, the W&B profile shows the alternate as the landing point.

WARNING: The OzRunways W&B is simply a calculator that relies 
on accurate input of data - it has NO way of knowing if the data you 
enter is correct or not, compared to your aircraft. The system is not 
capable of warning you if inaccurate data is entered into the app. 
You must be proficient at W&B to use this system safely, and you 
must ensure the data you enter is correct. 

This illustrates a typical weight and balance page.

FIGURE 2.31 Weight and Balance Planner

figure:3E445EA5-5751-4AC3-800B-8C70C7A8F217
figure:3E445EA5-5751-4AC3-800B-8C70C7A8F217
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Printing Plans
If you tap the printer icon while in the page planner, you will be able to 
print the plan to a compatible AirPrint printer. (If you don’t know what an 
AirPrinter is, then Google the term). 

Depending whether you are in portrait or landscape mode, the output will 
print differently. Figure 2.32 and Figure 2.33 illustrate this. In landscape 
mode, when you fold the plan in half it fits a small kneeboard. Figure 2.
34 shows the result of setting ‘Print Blank Lines’ in the Preferences tab 
of Settings. The format gives you extra lines for enroute annotations.

Devices running iOS 10 and above can also export to PDF by expanding 
the print preview box. 

See our Youtube Channel tutorial for further details: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4zwbpwU3bI

FIGURE 2.32 Plan Print in 
Portrait mode

FIGURE 2.33 Plan Print in 
Landscape mode

FIGURE 2.34 Print with “Print Blank 
Lines” User Option

figure:2A165B85-0B58-458E-922B-45077A565694
figure:2A165B85-0B58-458E-922B-45077A565694
figure:62C7DC68-666D-469A-B4F5-B98C2DB31EA2
figure:62C7DC68-666D-469A-B4F5-B98C2DB31EA2
figure:1517022F-34E1-4A19-9ED0-A2B64A569949
figure:1517022F-34E1-4A19-9ED0-A2B64A569949
figure:1517022F-34E1-4A19-9ED0-A2B64A569949
figure:1517022F-34E1-4A19-9ED0-A2B64A569949
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4zwbpwU3bI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4zwbpwU3bI
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Export

Select the plan. Tap the ‘Share’ button  at the top of the Map Page 
(see Chapter 1, Section 2). 

Alternatively, select the plan, tap ‘Plan’ (bottom left). Scroll to the bot-
tom’. Select ‘Email Export Options’. Select the format you wish to export. 
Choose ‘Share Current Plan’ for inter OzRunways transfers.

Import
See Import for Aircraft (Chapter 4). You can also import a plan by using 
AirDrop (see the section under the Share button in Chapter 1, Section2).

NAIPS
When you have a plan displayed, a NAIPs box appears at the top right 
(Figure 2.35). Tap this and a NAIPs popup appears.  populated as much 
as possible from your plan(Figure 2.36). Check the entries and then sub-
mit the plan by tapping the ‘Submit Flight Notification’ bar at the bot-

tom(Figure 2.37). When you first use this feature, you will be asked for 
your NAIPs login and password. You can submit up to ten stages.

You can also do it this way (historical). Select the plan. Tap ‘Plan’. Scroll 
to the bottom’. Select ‘NAIPs Export’. 

Section 6

Miscellaneous
FIGURE 2.35 NAIPs button

figure:5390AFC4-8DD2-46DC-9C6A-AB36215452BD
figure:5390AFC4-8DD2-46DC-9C6A-AB36215452BD
figure:C463D7CC-509E-451B-B9C1-B9F0E9F20B34
figure:C463D7CC-509E-451B-B9C1-B9F0E9F20B34
figure:C826E7BF-95AF-4745-9F75-42F4D5B2E84C
figure:C826E7BF-95AF-4745-9F75-42F4D5B2E84C
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In the new NAIPs you can submit up to 
ten stages.

FIGURE 2.36 NAIPs popup FIGURE 2.37 NAIPs submis-
sion



3 There are various weather 
features used in 
OzRunways to check the 
weather along the flight 
path of a plan.

Weather
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The Weather Manager may be accessed from the Planner page. 

Look for this icon  top left towards center.

Once accessed, a display similar to that shown in Figure 3.1 will result. 
The display consists of three main screens. The upper left screen shows 
the list of available charts. This list can be scrolled up and down to view 
all the charts. The Graphical Area Forecast and Grid Point Wind and 
Temperature Forecast Charts relevant to the planned flight will be listed 
first, followed by charts available for other areas.

The upper right screen is a multiple display showing either a text view of 
the TAF, METAR, NOTAMs, or Wind information derived from the Airserv-
ices Route Wind Cross-Section; a graphical TAF; and a graphical repre-
sentation of the Airservices Route Winds. This box is also scrollable. 

The bottom screen shows the chart selected from the top left screen list. 
Tapping the chart once will show the chart in full screen mode, tap again 
and it will revert to the multiple screen display. The chart can be zoomed 
in either display. This functionality is shown in Movie 3.1.  

What is displayed (and fetched) may be controlled by the ‘gear’ icon in 
the top menu row.

Section 1

Weather Manager

Above displays the Weather Manager starting screen.

FIGURE 3.1 Weather Manager 

figure:028E7D73-01B1-48AD-BFC6-21855746C2DF
figure:028E7D73-01B1-48AD-BFC6-21855746C2DF
figure:4151B315-3232-4965-A0DE-0F718EB1CF2E
figure:4151B315-3232-4965-A0DE-0F718EB1CF2E
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The top menu bar also contains arrows to move between segments in 
the plan. The double arrows either move to the beginning (left) or end 
(right) of the plan.

In this image the chart selected in the top left screen is shown be-
low.

FIGURE 3.2 Weather Manager with Chart Selected MOVIE 3.1 Chart Zooming and Full Screen View
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FIGURE 3.3 Graphical TAF FIGURE 3.4 Graphical Winds
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The iPhone version is a condensed version of the iPad. It has only the 
text display at the upper right (no graphical displays).

As with the iPad, a single tap on the chart will again convert to the image 
to full screen view. 

Tapping the single COG icon brings up a menu that allows you to 
prune the information displayed in the TAF text view window (top 
right). The Time field specifies whether you want the wind/temp 
profile calculated in two hours time or from the plan times. 

FIGURE 3.5 WM - Setting Preferences

FIGURE 3.6 iPhone Weather 
Manager
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When in full screen mode the device can be rotated to landscape 
orientation - this allows more effective use of the limited screen 
size when viewing charts. 

FIGURE 3.7 iPhone Chart in Landscape Orientation
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Wx/Notams
Weather for a specific AD may be accessed by tapping on the map near 
a waypoint of interest, selecting the waypoint, then selecting Wx/
Notams. This was illustrated in Chapter 1, Section 2 and repeated in Fig-
ure 3.8. 

When accessed, if available, the TAF/METAR is displayed. Then, Area 
Briefing with quick links the GAFs, followed by NOTAMs and RAIM are 
displayed.

If there is a TAF, then a graphical TAF (TAFG - TAFGRAF) is displayed. 
In Section 5 of this chapter, the TAFGRAF notation is described. In the 
TAFG display, the textual TAF is displayed in a scrollable window above 
the graphical TAF. Tapping on a graphical element will hi-light the corre-
sponding text in the TAF and popup a plain text explanation momentarily 
at the top of the graphical TAF window.

Additionally, when there is a TAF, a plain text view for the complete TAF 
with local times displayed. This format is experimental and should be 
only used for educational purposes.

TAFs (or NOTAMs) are not displayed when an AD/ALA has none (natu-
rally).

Section 2

Map Weather

FIGURE 3.8 Wx/Notams Weather

figure:E5EF4E8C-E752-489E-833B-7A0152C44FC8
figure:E5EF4E8C-E752-489E-833B-7A0152C44FC8
figure:E5EF4E8C-E752-489E-833B-7A0152C44FC8
figure:E5EF4E8C-E752-489E-833B-7A0152C44FC8
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Weather Overlay
In older versions, the radar overlay may be accessed via the Toolbox 
menu button. Figure 3.9 shows where to tap.

In newer versions, a button at the top middle right of the map display is 
used (show on the right of the figure below) to display rain, clouds and 
lightning.

Figure 3.10 shows the initial view when no overlay tiles have been 
loaded. They are displayed as a set of red crosses - often there is ‘no’ 
weather, so this is a way of knowing whether there is actually ‘no 
weather’ or it just hasn’t downloaded due to network or server problems.

FIGURE 3.9 Toolbox Options

Tap here to enable 
the radar overlay 
in older versions

FIGURE 3.10 Initial Radar 
Overlay

Tap here to en-
able the weather 

overlay in newer 
versions

figure:9CE9CCB2-6496-4D75-9E6F-76E1AE8AAFCB
figure:9CE9CCB2-6496-4D75-9E6F-76E1AE8AAFCB
figure:59A312C0-CA93-4BA6-9E24-089113A52E39
figure:59A312C0-CA93-4BA6-9E24-089113A52E39
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Figure 3.11 shows a typical overlay with both lightning and rain. The in-
tensity of the rain is graded from light green, through yellow, to red, pur-
ple and eventually, white. There are three cycles of animation to show 
the direction of weather. Significant cloud overlays are also shown in 
gray.  A table that shows colour to rainfall rate may be found at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DBZ_(meteorology).

Figure 3.12 replicates the table shown in the Wikipedia link.

FIGURE 3.11 Final Radar Overlay
FIGURE 3.12 dBZ versus rain rate

figure:1D8ECBDC-0B0F-4819-9C31-D850BB05DCAC
figure:1D8ECBDC-0B0F-4819-9C31-D850BB05DCAC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DBZ_(meteorology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DBZ_(meteorology
figure:6446F6D6-AD2A-496D-87D9-B9DC4437CCB9
figure:6446F6D6-AD2A-496D-87D9-B9DC4437CCB9
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AD weather
As previously described, weather in the form of TAFs where available 
may be accessed under the AD entry in the Airfields page by tapping the 
cloud button as shown in Figure 3.13.

NOTAM information will be displayed below the TAF. Scroll the popup to 
view information further down. 

Section 3

Airfields Weather
FIGURE 3.13 TAF in Airfields

figure:288DF0E5-A0E9-4A7C-A7CE-8A8933BBC8F4
figure:288DF0E5-A0E9-4A7C-A7CE-8A8933BBC8F4
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Graphical Sigmets
When the PCA map is accessed, active SIGMETs are loaded and dis-
played as shown in Figure 3.14. They are displayed as dark blue out-
lined, gray filled polygons. You do a long press on the region of interest 
to get the SIGMET to popup as shown in  (Figure 3.15). In this case 
‘YBBB GO1’. Tap on the one you want (there can be a list if they are adja-
cent) and the detailed SIGMET is displayed as shown in (Figure 3.16).

Section 4

Sigmets

FIGURE 3.14 PCA SIGMETs

figure:26A45089-35AF-4544-8185-1DD2AA63066C
figure:26A45089-35AF-4544-8185-1DD2AA63066C
figure:54E044E0-1753-4154-B070-2753E8CF2D9D
figure:54E044E0-1753-4154-B070-2753E8CF2D9D
figure:481E4453-F400-43F7-AA6C-DDD5FEC439E7
figure:481E4453-F400-43F7-AA6C-DDD5FEC439E7
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FIGURE 3.15 SIGMET List FIGURE 3.16 SIGMET Detail
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This section outlines the interpretation of TAFGRAF graphical displays. 

Section 5

TAFGRAF

FIGURE 3.17 Typical TAF

FIGURE 3.18 TAF cont’d
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FIGURE 3.19 Cloud Types FIGURE 3.20 Thunderstorms
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FIGURE 3.21 INTERs and TEMPOs FIGURE 3.22 Visibility and Rain
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FIGURE 3.23 BCMGs
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Overview
As of Version 5.6, users can access a Windytv view of the 
weather by accessing the radar icon on the map page. Windytv 
is a forecast. The time of the forecast can be advanced using a 
menu at the bottom of the display. Wind, cloud, temperature, 
rain (and snow), waves and atmospheric pressure may be dis-
played (and forecast). In addition, where appropriate, the alti-
tude may be set. Windyty (the company that produces Windytv) 
is a private company that accesses a publicly available weather 
database produced by worldwide weather agencies (including 
the BOM) that provides forecasts into the future on a grid basis 
(i.e. one latitude degree by one longitude degree). It is the 
source of the NAIPS Wind/Temp winds we use for planning 
(with further work by the BOM).

There doesn’t seem to be any documentation on Windytv - you 
learn by tapping.

We will show a brief introduction. Figure 3.24 shows the initial 
screen - it will show your location centered on the screen along 
with the local surface wind forecast for the next hour. Windytv 
displays a nine day forecast. The forecast time may be 
changed on the bottom of the screen.

Section 6

Windytv

FIGURE 3.24 Initial screen

figure:C8AC466B-CE58-40DF-88C9-64398564B8D5
figure:C8AC466B-CE58-40DF-88C9-64398564B8D5
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When you scroll the main screen, the screen changes as 
shown below.

The label in the top right hand corner shows what information is 
currently being overlaid on the map. In the case of Figure 3.25, 
Wind information is depicted.  
Tapping the label will reveal the menu shown in Figure 3.26. 
Here you can choose from a variety of overlays and set the fore-
cast altitude.  FIGURE 3.25 Screen after scrolling

FIGURE 3.26 Menu

figure:FA959980-EAC2-474E-9AF8-446B5B4B9EF5
figure:FA959980-EAC2-474E-9AF8-446B5B4B9EF5
figure:912249CE-BE61-4777-AFFE-BA9A85444B45
figure:912249CE-BE61-4777-AFFE-BA9A85444B45
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Select More Layers - then scroll though all the available over-
lays!

Entering a location or airport designator in the search bar will 
give you a choice of world-wide waypoints.

Subsequently, there are many more information fields to access 
- explore!!

FIGURE 3.28 Search Bar

FIGURE 3.27 Overlay Options
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From version 6.4 onwards we have added a Satellite Image to 
the Windytv and BOM Radar popup. 
This image is from the Bureau of Meteorology website: 
sateview.bom.gov.au.
Press the Play button to see the time lapse images, spaced 10 
minutes apart for 4 hours. 

Selecting the Layers button in the bottom left hand corner en-
ables you to activate multiple features such as Lighting, Cities, 
Roads, and more shown in Figure 3.30. 

 

Section 7

Satellite View
FIGURE 3.29 Sateview

http://sateview.bom.gov.au
http://sateview.bom.gov.au
figure:925B0343-F521-42F1-AF99-00928A8AAED8
figure:925B0343-F521-42F1-AF99-00928A8AAED8
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FIGURE 3.30 Satview Layers



4 This chapter covers the 
Aircraft Editor

Aircraft
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Edit
Although you can access the aircraft editor via the popup/map planner, 
the easiest way to edit an aircraft is to do it via the Settings page. On the 
Settings page under the heading ‘User Data’ you will see a tab titled ‘Air-
craft’. Tap this.

This will result in a list of aircraft (or an individual aircraft if you have pre-
viously been editing) on the right for an iPad or as a popup for the 
iPhone. If you have not already done so, tap the aircraft you wish to edit.

If you are starting out you will see one aircraft named OZ-RWY, a 
Cessna C172. You can use this as a starting point or tap ‘New Aircraft 
From Library’ which will present a set of aircraft from which to start. If 
your aircraft is not listed, pick the C172 as a starting point.

This will result in a new aircraft being added to your list of aircraft.

Tap on the newly created aircraft and a page with the aircraft details will 
be displayed.

Work from the top down and fill in the details.

Firstly the registration. For Australian GA, type ‘VH-XYZ’ where ‘XYZ’ is 
your rego. For RA-Aus, just type in the rego number.

Section 1

Overview

FIGURE 4.1 Aircraft Editor
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Now proceed with the ICAO code for your aircraft (this is used for NAIPs 
export when you wish to lodge a flight plan).

Then complete the rest of the details in the ‘AIRCRAFT’ section, finish-
ing up with the ‘Performance’ and ‘Wake Category’ which are likewise 
used in NAIPs submission.

Now ensure the ‘UNITS’ section has the units as you want them. This 
will get important later when we come to weight and balance.

Then proceed to the ‘FUEL’ section, where you enter various parameters 
for fuel capacity and fuel burn.

We will pass over weight and balance (‘W&B’) and treat that separately. 
You don’t need that to get going initially.

Then enter the ‘PERFORMANCE’ numbers.

Likewise, skip over ‘DETAILED PERFORMANCE’ – more on that later. 
You don’t need it if you have filled out the previous ‘PERFORMANCE’ 
section. Note: you won’t see this if you are editing on an iPhone due to 
real estate problems.

Finally, edit the ‘EQUIPMENT’ section, although, again, you can leave 
this until you actually want to submit a plan.

                        

                               

FIGURE 4.2 Aircraft Detail
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FIGURE 4.3 Aircraft Detail Continued FIGURE 4.4 Aircraft Detail Continued
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Detailed Performance
If you tap the ‘Edit Details’ tab under ‘DETAILED PERFORMANCE’, a 
page will be presented that allows you to enter the performance for your 
aircraft at specific altitudes. The performance at any altitude is then calcu-
lated by interpolation from the values you enter. In the time and fuel cal-
culations for any plan, during climb the values are calculated every 100’.

Note that when you enter values here, the performance figures in the 
main aircraft page will be replaced by values calculated from this page.    
It is important to enter values carefully here. In the latest versions of 
OzRunways this will be reflected by the term ‘Using Detailed’ in place of 
an editable entry for Cruise TAS, Climb TAS, Climb (rate), Cruise Burn , 
and Climb Burn (in their relevant sections).

Tap the top right ‘Edit’ button, then tap the green plus at the right of the 
screen in the row that has just been created.

Section 2

Detailed 
Performance

This is the Performance Detail before any en-
tries are made.

FIGURE 4.5 Blank Performance Detail
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Some values will be populated according to the values you previously 
created in the main aircraft ‘PERFORMANCE’ section. The altitude at 
the left should read zero feet. 

Enter any readjustments and then tap ‘+’ again.

The altitude will increment by 5000 feet, which can be edited, and the 
previous values repeated. Edit the fields as necessary. If you edit the alti-
tude, it will increment by 5000. So if you enter 1000’ the next one will be 
at 6000’. If you want some other increment such as 2000’ just enter the 
altitude as you do with all other values.

When you have finished, tap ‘Done’ at the top right.

You now have a table of performance values for your aircraft. The per-
formance at any intermediate altitude is arrived at by interpolation be-
tween the two surrounding altitudes.

To get rid of an entry (or all entries), tap ‘Edit’, then the red ‘-‘ sign and 
then ‘Done’ when you are finished.

NB: when you have a performance detail table present, it replaces 
the information in the main ‘PERFORMANCE’ section, so don’t put 
rubbish in here as you will get rubbish results. i.e. if you don’t fully 
understand what is going on, don’t play with this section.

Press the green ‘+’ to add rows. 

FIGURE 4.6 Performance Detail in 
Edit Mode
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Figures will be automatically filled in from the main 
aircraft page. Adjust as necessary. Tap the green + 
again.

FIGURE 4.7 Adding Rows

Once finished entering the Performance Details 
select Done. 

FIGURE 4.8 Performance Detail -  
Final
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The final Performance Detail table.

FIGURE 4.9 Performance Detail - 
Fully Populated

FIGURE 4.10 Aircraft Fields when Performance De-
tails have been entered
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Weight and Balance Setup
First a word of explanation. By editing the W&B section here you are cre-
ating a baseline template which is used in any plans containing the air-
craft. You can have multiple W&B profiles for each aircraft so it is impor-
tant to ensure you have the right one enabled (this is reiterated in the 
plan W&B section). In the planning activity, the selected W&B profile will 
be used but the fuel weights and station (passenger/luggage) weights 
can be adjusted from their baseline values for each sector (takeoff to 
landing) you fly.

If you tap ‘Config:’ under ‘W&B’, you will be presented with either a tab 
with ‘New Config’ if there is a W&B already present (as in a template air-
craft) and/or a tab named ‘Add new Config’. This is shown in Figure 4.11.

Add a new config or select the config you wish to edit by tapping the blue 
‘i’ circle.

Section 3

Weight and 
Balance FIGURE 4.11 W&B Config Select

figure:3D73BC50-106E-4D09-905A-BBFDC7896CB9
figure:3D73BC50-106E-4D09-905A-BBFDC7896CB9
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At the top of the screen is the W&B diagram (Figure 4.12). Note that this 
plots Weight on the vertical axis and Arm on the horizontal axis. 

Beware: Some aircraft POH’s specify Moment on the horizontal axis. 
You must divide the Moment by the Weight for that data point to get the 
Arm.

The Moment-Arm or the Moment may be specified for the Base Data sec-
tion. The App will calculate the missing value.

Warning: Set the units properly on the main aircraft page before you 
start editing W&B configs.

FIGURE 4.12 W&B Config Page

figure:AD6E1897-E5EA-4440-BD36-D0FDF0402EDC
figure:AD6E1897-E5EA-4440-BD36-D0FDF0402EDC
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 Figure 4.13 shows the screen as we scroll down to show the station en-
tries and the longitudinal envelope. Any station entry with the word ‘Fuel’ 
in it is assumed to be a fuel tank. 

Fuel is divided in the ratio of the entered weight of a fuel tank. If you 
want more complex fuel scenarios, you can enter a Fuel Table. 

However, do not do this unless you fully understand fuel tables (de-
scribed in the following section).

FIGURE 4.13 W&B Config Page Contin-
ued 

figure:745A7885-3EED-4BD5-B307-DAA1D85601B6
figure:745A7885-3EED-4BD5-B307-DAA1D85601B6
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The Lateral Envelope as shown in Figure 4.14 will appear is any lateral 
arm is non-zero in the station list.

Tapping the Edit button as shown in Figure 4.15 will allow you to add or 
delete stations and envelope points.  

FIGURE 4.15 W&B Config Page Contin-
ued

FIGURE 4.14 R44 W&B Example

figure:C840F61C-293C-440A-842D-0D5B3C68654A
figure:C840F61C-293C-440A-842D-0D5B3C68654A
figure:A1F78975-BFB5-4D56-AAEA-C3FC3D544B47
figure:A1F78975-BFB5-4D56-AAEA-C3FC3D544B47
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Figure 4.16 shows the Config Page in Edit mode. This is achieved by tap-
ping ‘Edit’ at the top right of the page. In this mode you can add or delete 
entries in the Station or Envelope sections.

Entries can be added in the station section, or the longitudinal or lateral 
envelopes.

FIGURE 4.16 Edit Mode

figure:ADED96BA-B644-4ECE-AD6B-D2E7D59619EA
figure:ADED96BA-B644-4ECE-AD6B-D2E7D59619EA
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Fuel Tables
Fuel tables provide a means of specifying the weight and corresponding 
movement of the fuel arm for complex aircraft. In essence you specify 
the arm for the particular weight. As fuel burns off, the arm can move in 
mysterious ways (i.e. not just linearly), if that is what your aircraft re-
quires.

The first step in using fuel tables is to turn the feature on. This is 
achieved by going to Settings, tapping Preferences and turning on ‘Use 
Fuel Tables’ as shown in Figure 4.17. 

Warning: If you inadvertently turn it on, you’ll be in a world of hurt as 
your fuel calculations will cease to work unless you enter a fuel table. 
There are more warnings but sometimes people don’t read warnings.

Once turned on, if you access your aircraft and scroll to the Fuel section, 
the maximum capacity will be shown along with a notification that the ta-
ble is being used. This is shown in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.19 shows what happens if there is no fuel table. It is telling you 
to set the maximum fuel capacity in the fuel table which is in the W&B 
section.

FIGURE 4.17 Fuel Table switch in 
Preferences

figure:614B72B2-DB7D-48FC-9D50-E687F089D5F6
figure:614B72B2-DB7D-48FC-9D50-E687F089D5F6
figure:76B80440-3903-4A59-84A0-664F150F134C
figure:76B80440-3903-4A59-84A0-664F150F134C
figure:AA88EEE9-FA29-43D8-AF92-A45065F189B0
figure:AA88EEE9-FA29-43D8-AF92-A45065F189B0
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Figure 4.20 shows a simple fuel table which emulates a linear fuel table. 
It indicates for 0L (empty), 120L, 240L and 348L (max fuel capacity), the 
arm remains at 393.4 cm The simplest fuel table you can have is two en-
tries, the first for empty and the second for a full tank.

Entries may be added using the technique shown in Figure 4.16. That is 
tap ‘Edit’ in the top right of the W&B page, add or delete entries and then 
tap ‘Done’.

FIGURE 4.18 Fuel Table Notification

FIGURE 4.19 No Fuel Table

FIGURE 4.20 A Simple Fuel Table

figure:6EEE185F-F651-4E91-A4A9-83224EC64137
figure:6EEE185F-F651-4E91-A4A9-83224EC64137
figure:ADED96BA-B644-4ECE-AD6B-D2E7D59619EA
figure:ADED96BA-B644-4ECE-AD6B-D2E7D59619EA
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Figure 4.21 shows an example of a complex fuel table with 41 entries. 
The start and end of the table are shown. Figure 4.22 shows the result 
for the W&B diagram. Figure 4.23 shows a version where the CofG has 
been moved forward artificially and it shows at some fuel loads the air-
craft will go out of balance.

FIGURE 4.21 A Complex Fuel Table

FIGURE 4.22 W&B Diagram - Good 
balance

FIGURE 4.23 W&B Diagram - Bad bal-
ance

figure:3EF7AA13-AB91-4357-9C37-60D54F48A913
figure:3EF7AA13-AB91-4357-9C37-60D54F48A913
figure:A7AAAEC8-030E-48EC-87E1-4C77E11F036D
figure:A7AAAEC8-030E-48EC-87E1-4C77E11F036D
figure:E0FF0B71-4997-49B2-AC7C-C8B1F2B25427
figure:E0FF0B71-4997-49B2-AC7C-C8B1F2B25427
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Weight and Balance Use
Figure 4.24 shows a typical plan. When you have configured the W&B 
for the aircraft, then when you tap on ‘W&B’ in the Page Planner, the 
view in Figure 4.25 appears. It is a copy of the profile entered for the air-
craft but with the fuel load automatically calculated from the plan. 

The non-fuel stations may be edited on a per leg basis (i.e. each depar-
ture and destination leg). The editable fields are coloured blue, while the 
automatically calculated entries (fuel) are black. 

You can traverse the plan by tapping the arrows at the top of the screen.

FIGURE 4.24 Sample Plan

FIGURE 4.25 W&B for Plan

figure:0B512764-3B95-41C9-8F84-A45FA5FE47B4
figure:0B512764-3B95-41C9-8F84-A45FA5FE47B4
figure:6760BF40-1DF0-450A-AD1A-ABC8003848A8
figure:6760BF40-1DF0-450A-AD1A-ABC8003848A8
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Export
To export an aircraft, tap Settings->Aircraft, then select the aircraft, then 
tap top right button (box and arrow). A popup will appear. Here you can 
choose to export via a variety of options including AirDrop, Email, Drop-
box, Files (iOS 11 and above), and others. Choose the icon for your de-
sired method of export. 

Alternatively, select a plan with the aircraft that you want to share. Tap 
the Share button on the Map page (top menu bar) and select how you 
want to share. To share with a close-by iPad use the AirDrop method 
(See Chapter 1, Section 2 under the Share button).

Copy
To copy an aircraft, tap Settings->Aircraft, then select the aircraft, then 
tap top right (left) button (paper glider).

Import
To import aircraft (or plan, or user waypoints, or plan archive), from your 
email in which you have exported an aircraft (as explained above).

Then the steps are as follows:

• Set up the Mail App on the iPad or iPhone on which you desire to have 
the aircraft.

• Start up the Mail App and find the appropriate email

• Select the email and then tap on the attachment icon (that should be 
present at the bottom of the email body)

• Then select OzRunways in the resulting popup

You may also import an aircraft via AirDrop (see Chapter 1, Section 2, 
under the Share button).

For other methods such as saving to Files:

•" Locate File on device

•" Select the file icon

•" Select the Share button in top right hand corner

•" Select Copy to Oz RWY

Section 4

Miscellaneous



5 This chapter describes the 
GPS HUD

GPS HUD



Interaction
The GPS HUD appears across the top of the iPad or iPhone. With no 
plan selected there is one row of information fields with a varying num-
ber depending on the size of the device. Normally an iPad would have 
six fields and an iPhone three.

When you select a plan the GPS HUD is temporarily replaced with a 
popup that allows you to start the plan (Fly) or exit the plan. In this mode 
you are in ‘Plan’ mode which allows you to modify the plan either on the 
map screen or the page planner screen.

When you select the plan to become active by tapping the ‘Fly’ icon, the 
GPS HUD converts to a two row display. The plan is now active and if 
desired can track your position on the map and update the GPS HUD 
fields with information such as Track, Ground Speed, Distance To Go, 
etc. The far right bottom box is the ‘Cancel’ box which, if tapped, takes 
you out of ‘Fly’ mode. A single tap completes this task but there is an op-
tion in Settings->Preferences called ‘Double-tap HUD’ which when en-
abled requires a double tap to exit ‘Fly’ mode. This may be necessary in 
turbulent conditions.

If you don’t want the GPS HUD displayed you can tap ‘COGs’->’Show 
GPS HUD’ which will toggle the display on and off in 
order to provide maximum map area (especially on 
the iPhone).

A long press on any GPS HUD information field will 
bring up a list of available fields. Tap on an entry to 
replace the current entry.

A quick tap on an information field will result in a 
zoomed popup showing that field on the main map 
display. That popup may be dragged around to an op-
timum position and is retired with a double tap or by 
tapping the red cross in the top right. This allows you 
to show one value while at the same time (if you de-
sire) removing the rest of the GPS HUD entries.

Data Fields
As mentioned, a long press on any GPS HUD field (except the far right 
bottom ‘Cancel’ field) will result in a popup showing a selection of infor-
mation.

If the values are not valid, a ‘--‘ is displayed. This may be due to missing 
data or if you are stationary.

Most values are automatically calculated from the varying GPS values. 
Some (such as QNH, and Temperature) are set by local METAR lookup 
if you have a reliable network. These may also be user set.

These fields can change but at the time of writing they are:
130

FIGURE 
5.1 GPS 
HUD 
FieldSe-
lect



• BRG (FROM) - Bearing from the last waypoint

• BRG(TO) – Bearing to next waypoint

• BULLSEYE - Bullseye set on waypoints, explained in Special Features 
chapter.

• CDA – Current Density Altitude (GPS Altitude)

• COM – Compass . Tapping the compass will not bring up a 
map overlay version.

• CRSR BRA - Position of Cursor reference to self.

• CRSR BULL - Position of Cursor reference to Bullseye.

• CTA LL – Lowest Level CTA step for current GPS position (CTA needs 
to be set in COGs->Airspace)

• DA – Relative Density Altitude (either at nearest aerodrome or user set)

• DFW – Distance From last Waypoint

• DTG – Distance to Go

• DTG(GC) – Distance To Go (Great Circle) – when you display this box, 
the App will go into Great Circle mode and display a Great Circle track 
(curved) on the map in addition to a point-to-point one.

• ETA – Estimated Time of Arrival

• ETA(LAST) - Estimated Time of Arrival for the final waypoint in the 
Plan.

• ETE – Estimated Time Enroute

• FIA – Area frequency based on your current GPS position - tap once to 
see FIA display on map page.

• FIA E – E airspace area frequency

• FIA NEXT – Next area frequency based on your current heading

• FIA/NXT – Area frequency and next area frequency in one box - tap 
once to see FIA display on map page.

• FL – First Light at your current position

• GCB (TO) – Great Circle Bearing to the next waypoint. When you dis-
play any of the GCB fields, a great circle path will also be shown on the 
map in grey.

• GPS ALT – Altitude according to the internal GPS

• GPS Error – this displays the current GPS error. The lower this is, the 
better fix you have. Normally it is around 10m. It can be used to give you 
an indication of the best place to position your iPad in the aircraft.

• GS – Ground Speed – in the units of speed of the current aircraft. Hint: 
If you set up a ‘car’ as an aircraft (i.e. set the speed units to Km/hr) this 
field will display Km/hr.
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• HAG – Height Above Ground – this uses the GPS altitude and the cur-
rent terrain altitude to estimate your height rather like a synthetic ground 
radar. As the terrain data is on a 900 metre grid, this can be in error for 
rapidly changing terrain (i.e. a cliff face).

• HSI – Horizontal Situation Indicator – a mini version of the HSI (see 

next section) is displayed.  At the bottom of the mini-HIS a ‘t’ bar 
indicates deviation left or right of track. The arrow indicates the bearing 
to the waypoint to which you are tracking. Tap once to see full sized HSI 
display on map page.

• LAT – Current GPS latitude. If there is no valid GPS signal, then a “--“ 
will be displayed.

• LAT/LON – Current GPS latitude/longitude consolidated in one box. If 
there is no valid GPS signal, then a “--/--“ will be displayed.

• LCL – Local Time

• LL – Last Light for your current GPS position. If there is no valid GPS 
signal, then a “--“ will be displayed.

• LON – Current GPS longitude.

• LSALT – Lower Safe Altitude is the Airservices Grid Lower Safe altitude 
for your current GPS position

• QNH – QNH which is automatically updated to the nearest aerodrome 
with a valid METAR. This will only work if you have an active network  
(i.e. WiFi when you are at home or 3G/4G when airborne and there is a 

nearby cell tower). Fortunately in Australia, at altitude, 3G/4G coverage 
is very good over most of the populated areas and also in many country 
areas. The QNH field will show the aerodrome QNH it is using. It up-
dates every five minutes. You can also manually set the QNH (by a quick 
tap) in which case is displays ‘[User]’ to indicate this was user set. Select-
ing another field, then reselecting QNH will bring the local METAR QNH 
back (after a short delay depending on network speed). If there is no net-
work it will retain the user set value.

• SUNSET – Sunset time at your current position

• TDR – Total Distance remaining from destination, i.e. to the next land-
ing point as opposed to the next waypoint in your plan

• TMP – Temperature at METAR location.

• TRK – Track

• TRN – Turn Indicator 

• UTC – UTC Time

• VS – Vertical Speed

• XTK – Cross Track Error
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HSI
The HSI is a special case, in that when selected as a GPS HUD field, a 
small display is shown.

A single tap on the HSI field results in a fully fledged HSI being displayed 
on the map. The yellow arrow (and 
text) is the GPS track. The purple ar-
row is the course to the next waypoint 
(this can be moved by holding and 
dragging the head. Note: this is dis-
abled at present). There is an orange 
bug (far left in the figure) that can be 
tap, held and moved to set a direction 
(i.e. a runway direction for situational 
awareness). The green text is the des-
tination name and distance.

The figure above shows a view of the 
HSI where the aircraft has drifted left 
of track. This is indicated by the mis-
alignment of the arrows and indeed 
the values reported on the HSI. The 
dots in the center of the HSI repre-
sent 2 degrees per dot.

If you tap three times on the HSI, the 
view shown above results. It is a 70 
degree view ahead of your track. 
Range buttons in the bottom left and right (+/-) can be used to increase 

or decrease the range, which is shown in green at the top left. ADs and 
ALAs are shown in their relative position and distance. Three taps gets 
you back to the original HSI display.
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FIGURE 5.2 HSI

FIGURE 5.3 HSI with 
deviation from track

FIGURE 5.4 HSI in 
look forward mode



Plan Progress
Plan Progress was formerly under the Tools button which has been re-
placed by the Terrain/Airspace button. It is now associated with the GPS 
HUD and may be accessed by tapping on the small tab underneath the 
‘Cancel’ button in the GPS HUD when a plan is active.

Figure 5.5 shows the GPS HUD with no plan active. A single line of HUD 
boxes are displayed.

Figure 5.6 shows and activated plan (i.e. you tapped ‘Go Fly’). A small 
tab is displayed beneath the ‘Cancel’ HUD box (bottom right).

Figure 5.7 shows Plan Progress revealed when the tab is pressed.

Plan Progress displays three lines. The top line is the last waypoint in the 
plan that was passed and the time at which it was passed. The middle 
line shows the time to the next waypoint in the plan. The bottom line 
show the time to the next landing point in the plan.

The blue arrows at the bottom of the Plan Progress may be used to 
move forwards and backwards in the plan if the Plan Progress is indicat-
ing the wrong ‘next waypoint’.

The Plan Progress display (or not) is sticky. That is if you have reveled it, 
the next time you press ‘Go Fly’ it will be revealed. Likewise if you have it 
hidden it will remain hidden until you tap the ‘reveal’ tab.
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FIGURE 5.5 GPS HUD - no plan active

figure:BD61E0BE-1576-4171-B5B2-3183B189F499
figure:BD61E0BE-1576-4171-B5B2-3183B189F499
figure:C0FD42C3-A2DD-4E6F-8222-C00AF3A3F240
figure:C0FD42C3-A2DD-4E6F-8222-C00AF3A3F240
figure:30B05D6D-D3E6-420D-A975-CB9F5DADD96C
figure:30B05D6D-D3E6-420D-A975-CB9F5DADD96C
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FIGURE 5.6 GPS HUD Plan Active

Plan Progress 
‘reveal’ tab

FIGURE 5.7 Plan Progress Displayed



6 This chapter covers the 
Terrain/Airspace display

Terrain and 
Airspace



Setup
Prior to using the airspace feature, you should tap COGs, then Airspace, 
then select CTA, CTR and PRD. This will result in the cleanest display 
and also show the most important airspace from the point of view of in-
fringement. In older versions, the terrain and airspace display may be en-
abled (on iPad only due to space constraints on the iPhone) by tapping 
the Tools icon and then selecting Terrain & Airspace. In newer versions, 
just tap the Terrain/Airspace button. A strip then appears at the bottom of 
the iPad.

Plan Mode
The Terrain and Airspace display has two modes, Plan and Fly. In Plan 
mode the terrain and airspace along the selected segment will be 
shown. You use this mode in conjunction with the map and by reference 
to the ground, to determine 
altitudes to avoid infringing 
airspace and terrain. When 
you are in fly mode, the dis-
play shows the terrain and 
airspace in front of you at a 
scalable range up to over 
80nm in front of you.

If you have a plan se-
lected, the display will ap-
pear as shown below (Fig-
ure 6.1).

When the display starts up it shows a single segment. You can swipe 
your finger sideways to move between segments. You can swipe your 
finger up and down to increase or decrease your altitude for that seg-
ment.

If you double tap the T&A screen the mode will switch to ‘complete seg-
ment’ and all segments between takeoff and landing points will be dis-
played (Figure 6.2). Again, side swiping your finger will allow you to 
move segments. This will be reflected on the map view of the plan with 
the selection of the segment in yellow.

The wind is depicted by 
wind arrows every 2000’. 
The arrows are red if the 
wind is a head wind and 
green if the wind is a tail-
wind. Wind barbs indi-
cate wind speed with 
every full length barb rep-
resenting 10 knots and 
the fractional barbs pro-
portionately.
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FIGURE 6.1 Terrain and Air-
space - Single Segment

FIGURE 6.2 Terrain and Air-
space - Complete Plan

figure:3899B95B-A087-4F33-A2FE-9E8207F62759
figure:3899B95B-A087-4F33-A2FE-9E8207F62759
figure:3899B95B-A087-4F33-A2FE-9E8207F62759
figure:3899B95B-A087-4F33-A2FE-9E8207F62759
figure:E865EF52-AD9F-4C5E-AAEF-FDCA0F5C1FBD
figure:E865EF52-AD9F-4C5E-AAEF-FDCA0F5C1FBD


Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show expanded views of the single segment 
and complete segment modes along with an explanation of the various 
graphics. The Flight Level is coloured green if it conforms to the recom-
mended hemispherical levels (for VFR or IFR) or orange otherwise.

Terrain loads on demand or you can load under Settings->Download-
>Region->Terrain Data (at bottom of maps).
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FIGURE 6.3 Single Segment

FIGURE 6.4 Origin to Destination

figure:FEEBB217-ADE6-49B9-8E6B-2C8EE4B331DA
figure:FEEBB217-ADE6-49B9-8E6B-2C8EE4B331DA
figure:3A8C17E8-AA7A-4900-8351-23C3A26886C8
figure:3A8C17E8-AA7A-4900-8351-23C3A26886C8


Fly Mode
Fly mode is shown in Figure 6.5. The terrain and airspace in front of the 
aircraft is displayed. 

The height of the highest point in front of the aircraft for the range shown 
is displayed. 

The range may be increased or decreased by a single finger swipe to 
the left (increase) or right (decrease). 

The range is displayed on a level with the aircraft. The altitude of the air-
craft is shown at the top left of the display. 

Any ADs or ALAs in front of the aircraft are displayed along with their alti-
tude and distance from the aircrafts track with an offset left or right.

If you tap on the terrain/airspace display any airspace under the tap 
point will be displayed on the main map page and noted in the terrain/
airspace display. 

What you can do when flying is to tap on the terrain/airspace display at 
the aircraft height and at some range in front (i.e. 5nm). Now as you fly 
along, if the tap point intersects any airspace, the airspace will be high-
lighted on the map page.
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FIGURE 6.5 Terrain and Airspace in Fly 
Mode

figure:FDE2B499-60A4-49D6-AE8D-22B5C901717D
figure:FDE2B499-60A4-49D6-AE8D-22B5C901717D
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Active Restricted Airspace
In versions from 5.0 onwards, if you have a network connection, you can 
see active airspace. It is displayed in red as shown in Figure 6.6. Select-
ing the airspace after a long tap on the area yields Figure 6.7.

FIGURE 6.6 Active Restricted 
Airspace

FIGURE 6.7 Long tap on Restricted 
Airspace

figure:E4484AD5-6BBD-44C4-A7DE-373DBB49A24A
figure:E4484AD5-6BBD-44C4-A7DE-373DBB49A24A
figure:0DED4E81-D3F2-49AD-88FD-108E527F0B38
figure:0DED4E81-D3F2-49AD-88FD-108E527F0B38
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It may be enabled by tapping the COGs button, then Airspace, then 
‘Highlight Active Restricted Areas’ as shown in Figure 6.8.

Make sure when the airspace is showing, you have CTA, CTR and 
PRD enabled (ticked). Leave others off. 

FIGURE 6.8 Activating Active Restricted Airspace

Tap on ‘COGs’ then ‘Airspace’ Tap here to en-
able

figure:40C87E13-E02C-47B4-AA2C-E04F0D624508
figure:40C87E13-E02C-47B4-AA2C-E04F0D624508


7 This chapter covers the 
use of User Waypoints.

User Waypoints



Creation
The creation of user waypoints was covered in Section 1.2.

Editing
To edit a user waypoint, you can tap near it on the map, select it, then 
scroll down and edit the fields. 

Alternatively, you can go to the User Waypoint editor. (Settings->User 
Waypoints)

Controls are at the top right (Export and Delete). Waypoints are grouped 
by group. Tapping on the waypoint allows you to edit it. Tapping on the 
blue information box provides an overview of the waypoint (not editable) 
including a variety of coordinate formats. Grid notation is included.

Use swipe delete to remove a user waypoint. If the waypoint is coloured 
green, it is being used in a plan and can’t be deleted before the plan is 
deleted. Delete the plan and then delete the waypoint. The plan (if pre-
sent) is listed below the waypoint name. You may have to do this multi-
ple times if the waypoint has been used. The reason for this is that if you 
deleted a waypoint in a plan it would result in a badly formed plan (with a 
missing waypoint). 

‘Export’ allows you to email a set of waypoints (by group). ‘Delete’ allows 
you to delete a set of waypoints by group (unless the waypoint is used in 
a plan).

Exporting User Waypoints
Tap the blue ‘Export’ button at the top right of the page. A popup will re-
sult that allows you to export a particular group of user waypoints via 
email.
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FIGURE 7.1 The User Waypoint Editor



Importing User Waypoints
See Aircraft Import.
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FIGURE 7.2 User Waypoint Information

FIGURE 7.3 User Waypoint Details



8 This chapter covers the 
Track History Editor.

Track History



Summary
The Track History tab is shown below (Figure 8.1).

The top menu bar has the following buttons:

• Email All - email all Track Histories.

• Clean - remove tracks with less than 6 points

• Delete All - does just that - be careful!

• Edit - allows you to delete tracks selectively.

There are three main sections. The top section controls the logging of 
your position while in an active plan. Turn this on to log your trip, and off 
to cease logging. The Next section controls the period between logging 
points. The default is 15 seconds but you can set this faster (e.g. if you 
want precise detail while recording your circuits). The only cost of a de-
creased logging interval is the amount of storage space you use. How-
ever, normally, this should not be a problem. Roughly 70 bytes are 
stored per log event. So at 15 seconds, you are storing roughly 1Kb 
every minute. If you allow 1Gb of your device’s memory for logging, that 
is roughly seven years of logging. At two seconds it’s roughly a year of 
continuous logging. The next section contains your stored tracks.

A GPS track is stored if the logging is turned on and you have selected a 
plan and then tapped ‘Go Fly’ i.e. you are in an active plan. This is done 
so that extraneous logs are not created.
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FIGURE 8.1 Track History

figure:01492AD1-2A77-4C17-AFA4-65AACCD20DA3
figure:01492AD1-2A77-4C17-AFA4-65AACCD20DA3


The track detail is shown in Figure 8.2. It provides a brief summary of the 
stored track. Also at the bottom a field is provided that allows you to ex-
port a single plan via email. Below that is an interactive view that centers 
the track in a map. It may be zoomed and panned in the normal manner 
but does require a network connection to work.
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FIGURE 8.2 Track Detail

figure:11476481-0D74-4CF2-A4B8-9B7A6EA93554
figure:11476481-0D74-4CF2-A4B8-9B7A6EA93554


9 This chapter summarises 
the Traffic capabilities of 
the OzRunways App.

Traffic
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OzRunways Traffic (in App)
OzRunways has implemented a traffic system based on the use of mo-
bile (3G/4G) networks. The way this works is as follows.

If you opt in and are network connected, the App detects whether you 
are flying. If you are, it starts sending data packets  to the mobile net-
work that hold your id, your position, heading and climb/descent rate. In 
addition, if you have an active plan, that plan is sent to an OzRunways 
server. The data usage is below a megabyte an hour.

The server receives the data and determines whether there are any air-
craft in your vicinity and sends those aircraft back to your App for display 
on the current map screen.

The aircraft icon at the top of the map screen enables or disables this 
functionality. Figure 9.1 shows a typical view of the map page with traffic 
enabled. In this case traffic is shown right up the eastern seaboard. The 
traffic displayed is the closest 20 or so active aircraft to your current loca-
tion.

Section 1

Overview
FIGURE 9.1 Map Page with Traffic Enabled

figure:3527B7EB-0915-4081-AE89-45414AF22076
figure:3527B7EB-0915-4081-AE89-45414AF22076
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 Figure 9.2 shows a view of traffic around Tamworth. Each light blue icon 
displays a callsign (the one specified in the Settings->Traffic->Callsign 
field). If this field is left blank the dummy callsign ‘Unkown’ will appear. In 
the figure we can see ‘ROLR53’, ‘ROLR37’ and ‘VH-YCD’. One aircraft 
has it’s callsign obscured below ROLR53.  Below the callsign is the alti-
tude relative to your current altitude in 100’s of feet. So in the figure we 
can see ROLR53 at 2700’, VH-YCD at 2200’ and ROLR37 at 4900’ rela-
tive to the position of the iPad when the screen image was taken (which 
was sea level, so these altitude are AMSL). Additionally, the direction of 
travel is indicated by an arrow on the circumference of the circular icon. 
In the figure three aircraft are heading to the northwest while one 
(ROLR37) is heading to the southwest.

If you tap on a traffic icon, it will momentarily zoom and show any OzRun-
ways plan that is active. This is shown below in Figure 9.3.

FIGURE 9.3 Zoomed in Traffic with Plan

Active OzRunways Plan Traffic Icon

FIGURE 9.2 Traffic around Tamworth

figure:4B6CF6B6-BFC6-471C-B3D1-9E19F2202BF5
figure:4B6CF6B6-BFC6-471C-B3D1-9E19F2202BF5
figure:E93E9ADF-FC13-4A91-B94C-ACCE23AF4B43
figure:E93E9ADF-FC13-4A91-B94C-ACCE23AF4B43
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Figure 9.4 shows a view zoomed in to a traffic icon showing the aircraft 
with callsign ‘VH LUH’ at an altitude of 1600’ relative to the observer trav-
eling to the southwest (with active plan in magenta shown below the traf-
fic icon).

FIGURE 9.4 Traffic Icon

Direction of travel

Relative Altitude in 
100’s feet (1600’)

Callsign

figure:DB870EFD-FC25-4411-95EB-4EC7B4F860DB
figure:DB870EFD-FC25-4411-95EB-4EC7B4F860DB
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OzRunways Traffic (ex App)
The OzRunways server also maintains a world-wide map 
(tx.ozrunways.com) on which are displayed any OzRunways flights This 
is illustrated in Figure 9.5. This is displayed on a normal web browser 
(not the App). Aircraft are illustrated on the map as red directional ar-
rows. If a plan is available for that aircraft it is displayed in blue. Airspace 
is also displayed on the map and can be indicated by tapping on the air-
space in question.

You can also look at previous flights you have completed while using 
OzRunways Traffic. This is achieved by tapping ‘My Flights’ at the top 
left of the map display. If you are not logged in, a popup similar to that 
shown below will appear. Tapping the blue ‘Login’ button will take you to 
another screen to login to your OzRunways account, using your normal 
OzRunways UserId (as used in the App itself) (Figure 9.6).

FIGURE 9.5 Web Traffic Site (not App) FIGURE 9.6 ‘My Flights’ Login

figure:2828E7ED-623B-4763-A171-BC25BED26E51
figure:2828E7ED-623B-4763-A171-BC25BED26E51
figure:BBF655B9-5C87-469E-9915-A7312B95B393
figure:BBF655B9-5C87-469E-9915-A7312B95B393
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Subsequently, if you have any recorded flights, they will be displayed as 
shown below(Figure 9.7). You have the option to share your flight via 
Twitter or Facebook. You can download the flight in KML format which 
may be used in Google Earth. 

Finally, you can display the flight as shown in Figure 9.8.

FIGURE 9.7 The ‘My Flights’ popup.

FIGURE 9.8 An example of a recorded flight

figure:7BE43ACD-A26E-42C0-A379-A21D343F7401
figure:7BE43ACD-A26E-42C0-A379-A21D343F7401
figure:DBD27859-0BD7-49D9-AC0C-DD9FF0839095
figure:DBD27859-0BD7-49D9-AC0C-DD9FF0839095
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Setup
The OzRunways traffic is on by default. You can turn it off on the main 
map screen as described in Chapter 1. Sub-options are settable in 
Settings->Traffic. These are shown in Figure 9.9.

Here you have the option of turning off your position reporting. You can 
also decide whether to display other OzRunways traffic and decide on 
whether to display your callsign (as used in any active plan) or not.

FIGURE 9.9 Traffic Setup

figure:B000625D-1024-48E7-A1CD-5838709FD929
figure:B000625D-1024-48E7-A1CD-5838709FD929
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ADSB Traffic
You can set up OzRunways with a low-cost ADSB receiver to observe 
ADSB traffic.

This is described in detail at http://stratux.me.

Or look at ready to use units by Open Flight Solutions 
https://www.openflightsolutions.com/flightbox/.

http://stratux.me
http://stratux.me
https://www.openflightsolutions.com/flightbox/
https://www.openflightsolutions.com/flightbox/


10 This chapter summarises 
the issues in EFB safety

EFB Safety
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Introduction
In many instances, EFBs have largely replaced their paper counterparts 
in the cockpit. They have graduated from oddity to full time flight critical 
components.

As a result of their criticality to many flights, we must examine in detail 
their failure modes and plan for these potential failures.

A failure in an EFB means an inability to access the data you require. 
There are three main failure modes.

• power failure

• failure due to heat

• absence of data

Power
An EFB is a battery operated device. Batteries have limited capacity. 
Therefore, we must plan for the limited battery lifetime of an EFB.

The easiest way of prolonging battery life in a portable EFB is to plug 
into the aircraft power supply via (usually) a USB power adapter. 

If this is not possible, you can carry one of the many USB power packs. 
These can dramatically extend the useful period of your EFB.

Finally, you can practice a ‘power up’ minimisation strategy for your EFB. 
This might be to use it as takeoff and landing and only intermittently 
while enroute to check your current position by reference to the map and 
the ground.

Heat
EFB hosts (let’s say an iPad) can rapidly heat if placed on the black dash-
board and an aeroplane in the midday (Australian) sun. What results is a 
shutdown of the iPad while it cools off.

To alleviate this condition, avoid placing the device in direct sunlight, or if 
that is unavoidable, try to direct some air onto the back of the device. If 
you exit the aircraft while say refueling, place the device behind the front 
seat in the shade.

Data
Probably the most likely failure mode is lack of data. This could be be-
cause the App crashes unexpectedly or the data just isn’t loaded into the 
App. We discussed this as the first issue in Chapter 1.

Maps and aeronautical data are loaded in an on-demand scheme. If you 
have a good network (read - you are at home), then as you change 

Section 1

Basics
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maps or access ERSA pages, the data is loaded seamlessly and you 
hardly know it’s happening.

However, if you have ‘gone bush’ and you are sitting under the stars with 
no network and you have not pre-loaded your maps and data you will 
see nothing, nix, nada, zip, butkus, jero, zilch, diddly-squat. Or, at best, a 
‘holey’ map.

So, to avoid this embarrassment in front of your flying friends, always pre-
load your maps and data that are required for a given trip. That means 
going to Settings->Downloads->(Australia) and downloading everything 
you need.

Be especially careful when leaving for a long trip in which the AIRAC cy-
cle will switch over. Look at the top of the country page in downloads and 
see if there are two date panels (one in the future). If the future date is 
during your trip tap that and download the maps (and data i.e. ERSA 
pages) you require for that issue date. A good practice for Australia, 
while in the peace and quiet of your home is to download all of the ERSA 
and Approach Plates - it’s not that much data on a fast network.

For basic VFR maps, download the WAC, Open Street Map, Hybrid 
VFR, Planning Chart and ERC Low National. Also download the required 
Terrain Data (at the bottom). Download all of the ERSA.

Backup
It is foolhardy not to carry some backup if you are using an EFB. This 
can be in the form of another EFB or paper. Don’t rely on a single EFB.

Navigation
Remember OzRunways can only be used as a situational awareness 
tool and an aid to primary navigation by reference to the map and to the 
ground. Do not ‘contour fly’ controlled areas and do not rely on the GPS 
in the iPad as your primary source of navigation.

It goes without saying that you may not use the App for IFR navigation.



11 This chapter describes how 
to add graphical overlays 
to OzRunways for use in 
temporary airspace, search 
and rescue and other 
tracking functions.

Graphic Overlays
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Introduction
Graphical overlays may be used for a variety of functions (from version 
5.1). One application might be the display of power lines for safety or in-
spection reasons. Another application might be to indicate search and 
rescue patterns. Any time you have to have a semi-permanent geographi-
cally defined overlay on an OzRunways map, this functionality may be 
used.

Operation
Overlays are specified in the KML (Keyhole Markup Language) language 
which is used by Google Earth for the specification of geographic data. It 
may be displayed and defined/entered in Google Earth. KML is summa-
rised at the end of this chapter.

The first step in the process is to get the KML file into OzRunways. This 
is achieved by emailing yourself a KML file. Open the email on the iPad 
in the Mail App and press and hold on the attachment icon. Then select 
OzRunways as the ‘Open in’ destination. This is the same for any other 
data you are inputing to OzRunways.

When you complete the previous step, the KML file is read into OzRun-
ways and displayed. In general to get a KML displayed (or hide the 
KML), you tap the ‘COGs’ icon and then the ‘Overlays’ tab at the bottom 
of the resulting popup menu. Then in the resulting popup select the over-
lay you want displayed (or not displayed). The KML (file) will then be 
high-lighted in light green in the list of KML files and be displayed on the 
map. A blue information button is displayed which when tapped allows 
text editing of the KML file for local touchups. (this is elaborated upon in 
the next section). If you toggle the KML file by tapping it again it will be 
removed from the display list (and revert to white in the list).

The underlying KML language is not for the faint hearted and it is not ex-
pected that a pilot understand this format. Much of the information in the 
latter parts of this section is for IT types. The pilot should concentrate on 
how to access overlays (next section).

Section 1

Overview
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Process
After downloading KML files via email, the KML Overlays are accessed 
via the COGs menu button as shown below.

When you tap ‘Overlays’ the menu shown below will be displayed. It will 
display all loaded KML files by their file name. If you tap on the file name, 
the entry will turn green and the KML will be displayed (here some re-
stricted areas outside Tamworth). You can ‘swipe-delete’ an entry to get 
rid of it.

Section 2

Overlay Access

FIGURE 11.1 Overlay under COGs menu

FIGURE 11.2 KML files
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When selected (light green), a blue info circle will appear to the right of 
the entry. When you tap on that you get the display shown below. The 
KML file is displayed. This may be edited for small local changes in the 
KML. (Hint: To edit, tap on the displayed KML and wait. The display will 
rewindow - wait for this. Then press and hold until the magnifying glass 
is displayed. Move it to the point where you want to insert or delete text. 
Repeat for each edit. Tap ‘Done’ when you are finished. Look at results 
on map page.) 

In addition, the top bar allows you to create User Waypoints from a KML 
file that contains Point based Placemarks (See KML overview at the end 
of this chapter). Subsequently, you may use these in plans. (this function-
ality is experimental at present).

Figure 11.4, Figure 11.5 and Figure 11.6 show some of the types of over-
lays possible. The last two figures show a large area polygon with a 
popup description. As described in Section 3, omit the description field if 
you with to access waypoints under the polygon.

FIGURE 11.3 KML Info

FIGURE 11.4 KML Icons

figure:C93E68DC-4A10-45BB-A094-F530C67AC6EE
figure:C93E68DC-4A10-45BB-A094-F530C67AC6EE
figure:78C4C831-3399-4B3E-9BF0-6826DE947A52
figure:78C4C831-3399-4B3E-9BF0-6826DE947A52
figure:C3F8BEC1-23B4-4A46-AF5D-D4722EE555BF
figure:C3F8BEC1-23B4-4A46-AF5D-D4722EE555BF
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FIGURE 11.5 KML Polygon FIGURE 11.6 Popup for KML Polygon
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KML Introduction
KML is an extensive language and has many features. The OzRunways 
implements a subset of KML that allows basic graphical overlays. Specifi-
cally, OzRunways can deal with:

• Placemarks (basically a location with a name)

• Polygons (a shape with a colour)

• Lines (an outline shape with color and line thickness)

More complex shapes such as arcs and circles must be constructed 
from the above primitives.

To review, in KML terms, currently, OzRunways deals with:

• Styles (including StyleUrls)

• LineStrings

• Points

• Polygons

• Placemarks

KML Examples
Simple KML Placemark

The first example is a KML Placemark. It looks like this:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2">
  <Placemark>
    <name>YSTW</name>
    <description>Tamworth</description>
    <Point>
      <coordinates>150.84833,-31.08333,0</coordinates>
    </Point>
  </Placemark>
</kml>

A Placemark is the simplest KML object. It has a name, description and 
position (Point). Points are composed of coordinates which have longi-
tude, latitude and altitude (150.84833,-31.08333,0) although OzRun-
ways currently does not use the altitude. All KML files have some header 
information (the first two lines) and some after material (the last line). A 
field of interest is indicated by the field name (i.e. <name>) and the field 
is ended with a slash delimited version of the field name (i.e. </name>). 
The complies with a format called XML (Extensible Markup Language).

KML Placemark with Icon

A Placemark with an icon looks like this:

Section 3

KML Tutorial

http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2
http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2">
  <Placemark>
    <name>YSTW</name>
    <description>Tamworth</description>
    <Style>
     <IconStyle>
"  <scale>1.3</scale>
"  <Icon>
" " " "<href>http://maps.google.com/mapfiles/kml/shapes/airports.png</href>
" </Icon>
" <hotSpot x=“32” y="2" xunits="pixels" yunits="pixels"/>
" </IconStyle>
   </Style>
    <Point>
      <coordinates>150.84833,-31.08333,0</coordinates>
    </Point>
  </Placemark>
</kml>

The <Style> statement adds an icon which is scaled 1.3 times from it’s 
base size. The icon comes from a Google collection although the web 
reference can be anywhere (i.e. you can define your own icons and use 
them). The ‘hotSpot’ parameter indicates where the icon may be tapped 
to display the name and description fields. The description field is HTML 
savvy so you can customise what information gets displayed when you 
tap on an icon (Placemark). This is extremely powerful and extensible 
and general purpose in nature. If you insert the description field then 
when you tap on the area, a popup will result. It has the side effect of 

shielding underlying waypoints. So if you have a large polygon but you 
wish to access waypoints underneath the polygon, omit the description 
field and place point items for identification (i.e. an icon).

http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2
http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2
http://maps.google.com/mapfiles/kml/shapes/airports.png
http://maps.google.com/mapfiles/kml/shapes/airports.png
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KML Polygon
Next we show a KML Polygon. It looks like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2">
  <Document>
    <name>KmlFile</name>
    <Style id="transBluePoly">
      <LineStyle>
        <width>1.5</width>
      </LineStyle>
      <PolyStyle>
        <color>7dff0000</color>
      </PolyStyle>
    </Style>
    <Placemark>
      <name>YSTW Surround</name>
      <styleUrl>#transBluePoly</styleUrl>
      <Polygon>
        <outerBoundaryIs>
          <LinearRing>
            <coordinates>
              150.9,-31.1,0
               150.9,-31.2,0
              150.8,-31.2,0
              150.8,-31.1,0
              150.9,-31.1,0
            </coordinates>
          </LinearRing>
        </outerBoundaryIs>

      </Polygon>
    </Placemark>
  </Document>
</kml>

A polygon is defined as a list of coordinates as illustrated above. Styles 
can be defined at the start of the KML and referenced as ‘StyeUrls’ within 
particular polygons. The color field is a hex representation aaggbbrr 
where aa is transparency, gg is green, bb is blue and rr  is red. A hex 
value of ff (255) would indicate full intensity (1.0 on a scale of 0 to 1.0). A 
hex value of 80 would indicate a value of 0.5 or half intensity. The color 
show (7dff0000) is a slightly transparent blue line. (We use the US 
spelling for color, as that is how Google defines it .... naturally).

http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2
http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2
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KML LIneStrings
Next we show a KML LineString (line). It looks like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2">
  <Document>
    <name>KmlFile</name>
    <Style id="transPurpleLineGreenPoly">
      <LineStyle>
        <color>7fff00ff</color>
        <width>4</width>
      </LineStyle>
      <PolyStyle>
        <color>7f00ff00</color>
      </PolyStyle>
    </Style>
    <Placemark>
      <name>Absolute</name>
      <description>Transparent purple line</description>
      <styleUrl>#transPurpleLineGreenPoly</styleUrl>
      <LineString>
        <coordinates>
              150.9,-31.1,0
              150.9,-31.2,0
              150.8,-31.2,0
              150.8,-31.1,0
              150.9,-31.1,0
        </coordinates>
      </LineString>
    </Placemark>

  </Document>
</kml>

LineStrings have a style and a list of coordinates. Through the style you 
can set the color and thickness of the line.

http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2
http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2
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Special Features
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In version 6.1 onwards a new feature called Bullseye has been released!

Useful to both Military and General Aviation Pilots; when added to the 
GPS HUD the Bullseye provides bearing and range information from 
your current position to the Bullseye (Bullseye), from the Screen Cursor 
to the Bullseye (CRSR BULL), and from your current position to the 
Screen Cursor (CRSR BRA).

Figure 12.1 shows Tamworth set as the Bullseye centre.

Section 1

Bullseye

Tamworth YSTW set as Bullseye.

FIGURE 12.1 Bullseye shown over 
Hybrid VFR Map

figure:9F7DD5A1-5117-4DC1-B904-07A0CD1EE7D6
figure:9F7DD5A1-5117-4DC1-B904-07A0CD1EE7D6
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To activate Bullseye: 

Press and hold on one of the GPS HUD boxes from the dropdown menu 
shown below → Select BULLSEYE as shown in Figure 12.2.

Repeat for CRSA BRA and CRSR BULL if desired. 

To Set Bullseye Position:

Tap on the map → Select the waypoint to be the Bullseye from the Clos-
est Waypoints Popup, Figure 12.3 → Select set as Bullseye, as shown in  
Figure 12.4.

FIGURE 12.2 Bullseye set in GPS HUD

FIGURE 12.3 Select Tamworth from Closest 
Waypoints Popup

figure:4DAC2DAB-FD56-4825-A88B-5698BA894CB9
figure:4DAC2DAB-FD56-4825-A88B-5698BA894CB9
figure:894E7B80-2944-4794-9E45-3AB42451E58A
figure:894E7B80-2944-4794-9E45-3AB42451E58A
figure:3E9AE163-1C3D-4AE6-B70A-ACE4802CFE5A
figure:3E9AE163-1C3D-4AE6-B70A-ACE4802CFE5A
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Refer to Page 15 for Cursor information.

•" Bullseye circles are scaled to 50nm increments, out to 500nm in 
"  degrees magnetic. 

•" The circles correctly account for latitude scale variations at  
" southern latitudes on Mercator projection maps. 

•" The Northern radial is darken for reference. (NOAA worldwide  
" magnetic model is used for calculating magnetic deviation -  
" https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/WMM/soft.shtml)

•" To disable Bullseye simply remove it from the GPS HUD.

FIGURE 12.4 Select Set as Bullseye

ibooks:///#page(15)
ibooks:///#page(15)
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/WMM/soft.shtml
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/WMM/soft.shtml

